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FOREWORD 

THIS study was undertaken during my tenure of a research 
studentship at the London School of Economics and com
pleted during my tenure of the Mary Somerville Research 
Fellowship at Somerville College, Oxford. My thanks are 
due to Professor D. H. Macgregor, Dr. Hugh Dalton and 
Mr. J. W. F. Rowe for their assistance and advice. I have 
also to thank Herr Prlisident Lukas of the Reichswirtschafts
gericht, who gave me access to records of the cartel court and 
enabled me to attend its sittings, and Professor Dr. Hirsch 
of Berlin for information about the effects of the cartel decree. 
In collecting material I was enabled by the courtesy of the 
Verein deutscher Maschinenbauanstalten to use their special 
publications and records. To Professor Harms of Kiel I am 
very deeply indebted for permission to use the collections of 
cartel contracts and annual reports in the library of the 
Institut fiir Weltwirtschaft at Kiel, and for much valuable 
advice. 

During many months' residence in Germany I naturally 
obtained much information, personally given, on small points, 
but have relied chiefly on the very full and detailed reports 
of the Ausschuss zur Untersuchung der Erzeugungs-und 
Absatzbedingungen der deutschen Wu1schaft, since they 
provide original sources for the study of the whole German 
economic system which render direct investigation 
unnecessary. 

D. WARRINER. 

oil 



APPENDIX I 

STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE HEAVY INDUSTRIES 
AFFECTING COMBINATION 

I. INCREASE IN SIZE OF CoAL UNDERTAKINGS 

Up till z924 official statistics did not define establishment or 
undertaking, sometimes using the term " Werke," meaning one 
undertaking with all its shafts, sometimes one shaft: in that year 
classiftcation on the latter basis was introduced. In the following 
table this classification has been used for the zgoo results: the 
z9I3 figures are not compazable as they are based on the former 
classification. 

No. of Indepe1uknt " W.,.k •. " 

I 1900· 1924. 192 7. I 
Output. I No. Output. No. Output. No. Output. 

Under 1,000 tons I IS 34.594 '5 13.087 13 19.000 

Io-too thousand .0 1,086.561 19 1.I2s.8·u 9 415.530 

lOG-SOO thousand ISS 43.306.347 153 40•285.091 81 30.0 75.911 

,500 thousand-
I million .. 24 15.689.870 64 43.436.86g 99 68~790.634 

Over 1 million .. - - 3 3.2.06.840 14 18.060.951 

Tobl .. 60.119.318 264 94.127.750 IzIO 1I8~022.oS6 

Percmlag' of Total Output. 

1900· ! 1924· 1927· 

Under I~OOO tons · . .. 0.01 0.07 0.0:1 

10-100 thousand · . · . 1·95 1.20 0·40 

100-500 thousand .. .. 70·15 49.17 26~oo 

soc> thousand-. million · . 21.23 40 •15 58 •• 8 

0- 1 million .. · . · . - 3.41 ! 15·30 . .. 
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~ 
~D;'~ 
~ la . .. .. ., 
cb .. .. 
It .. 
Vilhelm 
Stelnkohlen ., 
It Heinricb .. .. .. 
• .. .. 
r .. .. 
.u ...... .. 
,udwig .. 
orahm .. .. 
len .. 
'111 Bergw. 
• Bargw. ., 
• oin Bargw •.. 
~bau8Oll .• 

'" .. .. 
Total .. 

Value of Plant 
por ton ooal output 

Plant 
Mill. 
RM. 
'9'3· 

> .. -.. -.. 35. 289 .. 13·171 . . ".003 .. 23_ n 6 .. 35.380 
.. 40 .705 
.. '39.X84 .. 1°3. 145 .. 30.000 
.. 13·°4'.1 .. 33.6og .. '5·g6 .. -.. 2·941 .. ,8.5'5 .. -.. -.. -
.. 5'9.066 

.. ,6.6 • 

Coal Coke 
Outl'tut 
Mi. 

Ou~ut 
M' . 

tons. toD!. 
'9'3· 1913. 

- -- -
:11.801 0.808 
J .206 0.152 
0'491 -
1.191 0.40 2 
2. 629 -
0.468 0"46 
8.606 1.632 

5·6g8 0·716 
1.859 0.855 
'·949 0.315 
"433 0·41' 
0'766 -- -
0.584 -
',48, 0 .• 76 - -- -- -

3' .,86 5·574 

Depre- Balance 
Pla.nt Coal Cob elation Shoot 

g, 
MiU. O. Mill. O. Mill. Mill. Ptofit 
RM. ton •. ton •. RM. Mill. 
'9.6. 19.6. '926. 1926. RM. 

1926. 

6.976 0·991 - 0·43" 0·4'9 
3X. X3· I.S4S 0. 285 5.360 0·1:17 
30.499 2.6u 0·7X9 1.735 -
'3·733 I·Q70 0.126 1.680 ','78 
11·520 0.112 - 0'4QO o·SSO 
24·7°7 1.074 0.22:6 0·949 1.303 
,0.568 3"'3 0.2'4 .•. 8'5 4'a45 
19.34

' 
1·399 0·57' 0.916 2. 12 

93·13° 7·943 1.333 1,.6', 7·'9' 
58 .66, ,.088 0.~09 5"53 •. 804 
71."3 3·97· o. 29 3. 053 - ~ 

t:1 
".48, 2.62:3 0'455 4. 007 -
31.567 1'421 0·3iS X·3'4 , .97~ 
".558 0.776 - 0·53' lo77 
76.180 1.345 •. 364 3. 863 2.151 
'0.598 0·5.' - 0·347 0.144 
8.,6. 1.386 0··58 0.6'9 0.695 
8.878 0'458 - 0.405 0.11 

31·9°4 4. 687 0.921 3,'50 3.478 
".3°6 0·79' 0 •• 63 1.000 O.ax 

..... 
~ 

67,·123 43·958 7·359 ".506 30 .636 

'5,'1 

- ---_ . .. - --- -" 
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Defining the undertaking as the concern, the increase in size 
can only be indicated roughly by pointing out that when the 
syndicate was formed in I893 it had ninety-eight members, and 
when the new contract was signed in 1:925, fifty-seven. At the 
foundation the Harpen mine had the highest output capacity with 
three million tons per annum; now the highest capacity is 
ten million tons (GeIsenkirchen) and ten concerns exceed the 
three million ton figure; the smaller undertakings, however, have 
not closed down; thirty-seven members of the syndicate have 
quotas under 1: ,6 mill, tons, The increase in size is due partly 
to expansion in the northern limits of the coal field, where shafts 
must be deeper and capital therefore larger, partly to the causes 
mentioned in the section on iron and steel, 

II. EFFECTS OF THE LOSS OF LoRRAINE ON THE STEEL INDUSTRY. 

Before the war Lorraine and Luxemburg supplied the Ruhr 
, blast furnaces with ore, and in their own blast furnaces made 
pig iron for the Ruhr rolling mills; in return the Ruhr sent coal, 
coke and finished steel products to Lorraine and Luxemburg, 
Ruhrmine-ownersownedblastfnrnacesandoreminesin Lorr'line, 
Lorraine are mine-owners owned rolling mills in the Ruhr; each 
district was so necessary to the existence of the other that the 
two branches were considered members of one economic system, 
the heavy industry of the Continent. The treaty destroyed the 
system. Lorraine had to rely on compulsory coal deliveries, 
and had to build steel works to finish her pig iron; the Ruhr had 
to build blast furnaces and find alternative supplies of ore. 

The tables illustrate the completeness of the destruction of 
the system, and the Ruhr's recovery. 

Receipt of Coal, lyon and'Suet 'n Rhindand-WestP~." frDm 
Lorr"ine, L .. "embu,C, S"", "nd F,,,nt:e, ' 

Metric tons. 

Pig Iron 
Semi-finished .. 
Rolling Mill Products 
Apparatus 
Scrap 
Ore " 
Coal and Coke 

Total •• 

1.015.460 
536•626 
461 ,234 

4.374 
219,164 

3.91 3.777 
480,209 

1 7.149 
13 2 ,226 
88.482 

3.522 

'5.637 
682,138 
226,28'1 

11 
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Deliveries of Coat. I,on and Steel from RMnelantl-Wes"Phalia 10 
Lorraine. L1U41tIbu,g. Saar and F,anu. 

Melric tons. 

1913· 1925· 

Pig Iron 179.341 :zr.168 
Semi-finished 52.5:;8 233 
Rolling Mill Products 145.461 11.310 
Appantus 28.922 4.573 
Scrap 4.381 4.633 
0", 5.574 1.965 
Coal and Coke 9.3810459 6.315.365 

Total .. 9.79M08 6.419.307 

Genna .. 1,011 and Steel Production. 

x.ooo Metric tons, 

Pig Iron. Ingot Steel. 

1913. 1925· 1913· 1925· 

Rheinlaod-Westphalia .. 8,209 8.000 10.II2 9.895 
Siegerland .. .. 995 581 388 285 
Saar .. .. .. 1.311 - %.080 -
Lorraine and Luxemburg 6.418 - 3.023 -
N .. E .• andC.Germaoy .. 1,001 1,050 1,072 1.432 
Sooth Germany .• .. 320 251 253 21S 
5i1esi& . . .. .. 995 289 1.401 366 

Total: pre-war atea 19.309 - 18.935 -
Total : post-war area 10.901 10,117 l%~236 12.,193 

Ig09-13' Pig Ingot 
Iron. Steel, 

A_AmlualProductioll (post-wan_) 9.240 -
1913 .. . . .. IO~901 Ia.236 
1924 .. .. .. - -
1925 .. .. .. 10,111 12,193 
1926 .. .. .. 9.044 12,342 
1921 .. .. .. 1~lo3 16.305 

"Rolling Mill 
Produets. 

1913- 19Z5· 

9~181 8.161 
«6 451 

1,6,52 -
3.0 33 -

911 1.143 
191 204 

1.2.79 .81 

16.699 -
11.005 10,246 

'Rolling Mill 
Products. 

- 1I.00S - 9.520 - -
10.4%6 9.)08 - 9.0 17 

- -
• Includes rails. sleepers. and fish plates. gilders. steel ban. 100ps and 

stripo. rolled wire. sheets and plates. tin plaw. tubes. axIos and wheels. 
forsiDp .... d other finished .teel, 
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(x) The first most obvious consequence of the loss of Lorraine 
is a greater output of ingot steel in relation to pig iron, as a result 
of the Ruhr taking over the production of semi-finished goods 
which C::O.Jiroduced in the minette area. The Ruhr district 
has in its surplus production of ingot steel from 9 per cent. 
to 1:7 per cent., although the Empire is now a minus area for 
ingot steel. 

Ingot Steel in Rolling Mill Products 
% oi Pig iron. in % ollngotStee1: 

1913· 1925· 1913- .1925· 

Rheinland-Westphalia · . 1%3 .. 6 9' 83 
Siegerland .. .. 39 49 us 158 
Saar _. 152 - 19 -
Lon-aine and Lunmb1ug S6 - .14 -
N., E. and C. Germany •• '°1 136 86 19 
South Germany .. · . 19 14 15 9S 
Si\eaia .. · . '4

' 
127 91 78 

(2) It might be expected that the loss of LoITaine would 
have necessitated a much larger import of ore. Under the treaty 
Germany lost 79.7 per cent. of her average annual ore output in 
the years x909-1:3 (31: million tons with an iron content of 
9.4 milliou tons) leaving her with almost no ore above the U.S. 
mining standard (45 per cent. Fe), for there are no rich ores and 
so-called middle grade ores (40-55 per cent.) are only found in 
small quantities in the Siegerland, the valley of the Lahn and 
Dill (Hesse) and the Harz foreland. What deposits are left 
(estimated at 474 million tons in 1:926 against France's 9.763, 
U.S.A.'s 4.258, England's 2,929 and Sweden's 1.335) are worked 
under difficulties, too much quartz in the Siegerland, too much 
sulphur and phosphorus in the Lahn and Dill, too high mining 
costs in the Harz. The output of these seams, about 4 million 
tons per annum (2.5 million tons from Siegerland, 1:.5 from the 
Lahn and Dill and other districts) cannot be increased; in 1:927 
the home output only provided 1:3.6 per cent. of the total ore 
consumed (u.8 per cent. of iron content). The existence of the 
entire ore minmg industry is not economically justifiable. 
Evidence produced for the EnquHe Ausscbuss proves that without 
a subsidy, and allowing a proper depreciation figure, the balance 
sheets of all firms in the industry would show a loss; even with 
the subsidy (for half the year) the 1:926 balance sheets of eleven 
of the twenty-seven Siegerland firms showed no profit, and of 
these eleven, seven in 1:927 were still working at a loss; conditions 
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in other districts are less uniform, but generally speaking are as 
uneconomic as those of the Siegerland. 

This state of afiairs is due to the increase in costs, in the 
Siegerland in 1926, 25 per cent. higher than in I9I3, in the Lahn 
and Dill37.6percent. (exclusiveofdepreciation) while profits have 
not increased in proportion, being in the Siegerland 3.7 per cent. 
higher than in I913. in the Lahn and Dill Io.8 per cent. higher. 
Costs are higher because it is necessary to work at greater depths, 
using more explosives. There is no hope of improving the 
situation by any sort of" rationalisation ": every effort has been 
made to introduce the best methods, with the result that output 
per man shift in I926 was a little higher than the 1<)09-I3 average, 
though in no district was the I913 level exceeded.- Nor can 
organisation do anything; in both areas the mines are owned 
by the Rhenish-Westphalian concerns and there is consequently 
no purchasing organisation in the home market. t There are two 
cartels, the Siegerland Eisensteinverein, and the Berg-und 
Hiittenmannische Verein, Wetzlar,- both nominally controlling 
the whole ontput of their districts, but the former must a1Iow 
such high self-consumption quotas that its power of market 
control is small, and the latter is no more than a loose price 
convention. 

It is generally agreed that the mines must be subsidised in the 
interests ofthe population of the districts, which has no alternative 
industry and whose agricultural resources are poor; from June, 
1926, the mines received a premium of z RM. per ton of output 
from the Reich and the governments of the states concerned. 
But the indefensibility of the subsidy on economic grounds was 
generally admitted and the premium ceased in the autumn of 
I927; it was hoped that the special railway tariff then introduced 
would assist the mines for a time. The problem of the transfer 
of an industrial population-<lJl a smaller scale resembling the 
British-remains to be dealt with. 

Import of ore has in consequence increased in volume and 
the Ruhr industry relies to a greater extent on the Swedish 
supply. 

Siegerland. Lahn and Dill .. 
"Monthly a_output 1909-1913 •. 16.8 Mas ,6., Mas 

1913 19.4 18.2 
1926 11.5 ,8 

t -tap of output controlled by --. '926. 
Siegerland. Lahn and DiU. 

UDitedSteelWod .. 44.5% Krupp 36'5% Gutehof!nuDpb6tte 10.5% 
Krupp 21.4 Bud ..... 13.' Preussag 6.3 
Hoooch 8.2 Bilrpr 10.9 UnitedSteelWod,,, 5.8 
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Import a/Iron O,e. 

Iron Content. 

Average 1919-13 
192 2 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 

Jan.-5ept. 1927 

1:2.029 
11.013 
2·371 
3.0 76 

11·519 
9·553 

13.358 

Imparl from Principal SOUI'CCS. 

Thousand tons. I,on Conlenl. 

1909-1 3- '192 5. 1926. 

Belgium· · . · . II3·7 109·5 86.9 
· . · . 870·8 408 . 8 537.2 FIance! 

Sweden · . · . 2,'2.25_5 4.475·1 3.566·3 
Other countries · . '.428 .3 275·4-

• From 1925 including Luxemburg. 
t From I92S including Lonaine. 

872 •2 

5·64 
5·55 
1.y.< 

'·79 
6.27 
5·07 
6.99 

1927· 

87·9 
g66.8 

5.361 .1 
2.288.6 

Germany has always taken the greater part of the Swedish 
ore export. and though her share declined in the years immediately 
after the war it is now greater than in 2913. The higher iron 
content compensates for the higher transport costs. 

Total Swedish Ore Export. 

1909 3·19 
1913 · . 6'44 
1919 • ·1 2·41 
1920 • .1 3·72 ' 
1921 .·1 4·33 
192' 001 5·3' 
1923 00

1 4·95 
1924 001 5·94 
1925 00 8.80 
1926 001 7.65 

Export to Ge..many. 

Mill. tons. 

'·5 
5.00 

1.47 
•• 60 
3,'5 
3·94 
'·50 
4.2 9 
7·12 
6.18 
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Nodifliculty in secwing adequate supplies of ore isJikelyto arise 
except in so far as the power of producers in Sweden and Lorraine 
may be strengthened by political efforts to restrict production. 
In this one field the Ruhr mdustry finds itself dependent (for the 
foreign properties owned by it are at present insignificant) on the 
policies of other monopolistic organisations, the Swedish trust 
(the Trafikaktiebolaget Griingesberg-Oxeli:isund) controlling 90 per 
cent. of the Swedish phosphoric ore output, the Lorraine syndicate 
(SomiIor) controlling the output of the minette area. At present 
there is no friction between the powerful groups; contracts are 
made between individual works and mines for the most part, 
though the Ruhr finns collectively have signed long-period 
contracts covering 60 per cent. of the total supply from Sweden; 
only about 20-25 per cent. of the total import passes through tbe 
hands of the trade. 

The increase of ore import has not been greater because 
scrap consumption has increased. Of the iron content of the raw 
material required by the iron and steel industry for an annual 
output of Z2 million tons of ingot steel. half takes the form of 
scrap, one-tbird of foreign ore, one-sixth of German ore. 

Total CtmSUmpUon of Scrap [ron. Or,. 

ThouB. tons. % no .... tons. % 
PJ.war area. 1913 .. 6.892 2 7 16.100 73 
Post-war area 1913 .. 4,766 32 10.560- 68 

1924 .. 5.057 44 6.60<> 56 
1925 .. 5.980 39 8.950 61 
19>6 .. 6,_ 4' 8._ 59 

Consumption of scrap could be increased by increasing the 
output of Siemens Martin steel, which since I917 has exceeded 
that of Thomas steel. 

Change of Processa. 

Sud Oil/put in 1,000 lollS. 

1913: old frontiers 
19l3' post-war frontiers 
1924 
1925 n 

1926 
19a1 to 

Bessemer and Thomas. 

9.373 
5 •• 66 
4.011 
,.133 
5.453 
6.904 

Slem .... Martin. 

1.418 
6.147 
5.462 
6.607 
6.58• 
9.191 
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-
Total Ingot Siemens Thomas, 

Area. Year. Steel Output. Martin. Bessemer 
and other. 

Rhineland- West- 1913 10,112,000 5.1390300- 4.912.')00 
phalia .. 1925 9.895.')00 5.2 51._ 4.643.900 

West Upper Silesia . . 1913 349.200 349.200 -
192 5 366.4"" 366.700 -

North~ East and 1913 740 .900 431.200 303.')00 
Central Germany 1925 9 84.800 571.900 412 .• 900 

Siegeda.nd, ~ 
and Dill. UPP'" 1913 388.300 388•000 300 
H ..... .. .. '9OS 214._ 213.000 11,800 

Saxony .. .. 1913 331,100 '43._ 87.300 
1925 447.500 -392 ,200 55.300 

South Germany .. 1913 253.000 32._ 220,200 

- 192 ,5 215.]00 66.400 148.900 

Scr .. p Consumptifm. 
NOUlAL CRAllGB Ott SeRA •. 
Blast furnaceo. 10 per .... t .• wrying in dilferent districts and depends 

on price relation of ore and scmp. 
Siemens Martin Furnace. ?0-80 per cent. about tho same for acid and 

basic and for different sizes of furnace. 
Cupola Fumace. ,50-10 per cent. 
Electro Furnaces. 10-100 per cent., size of furnace is indUferent. 

Pe.-centag. of Total Scr .. p COIISUmplion. 

Blast Furnaces 
Foundries . . 
Steel works 

1913-

2·S 
14·5 
81.1 

A _age C"",g. of Scr .. p ." G .......... Bliut F"""", ... p., 100 tons 
Pig Iron. 

1913 
1919 .-1921 
192' 
'923 
1924 
1925 
1926 

TODII. 
1.24 

12·30 
1'1-90 
14·52 
10·44 
10·45 
9·:12 
6.31 

6·15 

The increased demand in the years immediately after the 
Wax was met by the sale of Government stocks and the break
ing up of the fleet. but these supplies have now ceased and 
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the question of the future supply and demand for scrap is acutely 
interesting and peculiar to Germany. Import is impossible since 
export is prohihited by all surrounding states. At present there 
is no absolute shortage on account of the export prohibition, and 
the fact that the steel industry is not working to capacity; but 
it is believed that if the export prohibition were removed and the 
industry occupied to, say, 90 per cent. of its capacity, a scrap 
shortage might easily ensue, which would seriously afiect the 
industry, especially the Central German and Eastern works, which 
rely almost eutirely on scrap. Shortage of ores with high 
phosphoric content willnecessitate further reliance on the Siemens 
M;or1in process in years to come, and scrap shortage would 
therefore necessitate production of pig iron of a kind suitable for 
use in the Martin steel works. 

Hence the greater part of the evidence given to the committee 
of the Enqu!te Ausschuss is occupied by calculations of the 
amount of investment in iron and steel goods, with the object 
of estimating the future supply. The amount available at 
the present time is determined by the cost of transport. Since 
the pre-war period scrap freights have increased (1927) 38 per cent. 
for 400 km., 50 per cent. for 200 km., 60 per cent. for 50 km., 
with the result that though the price of scrap is not higher than 
in the pre-war period, its cost to the consumer has increased as 
much as that of ore, of which the price increase is roughly 20 per 
cent., and average transport cost 40 per cent. For many years 
the Western works have tried to persuade the Reichsbahn to 
introduce a through tariff, in conjunction with the Rhine shipping 
and canal authorities, thus forming a cheap route from South 
Germany to the Ruhr, a proposal recently finally rejected. In 
the East there are no waterways and general reduction of rates 

. are the works' only hope; how much higher the German rates are 
than those of other countries is illustrated by the experience of 
the compulsory scrap deliveries to Poland; from Danzig to the 
Polish works the rate was 6.50 RM. per ton; from Stettin, the same 
distance, 16 RM. 
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EXTENT OF MARKET CONTROL 

I. CHEMICALS. 

(Al Branches Controlled by the Trust. 
The presence of the valuable by-products of Ruhr coal and 

the absence of pyrites mines necessitated the German industry's 
specialisation 'OIl the organic branch, in which before the war it 
held a monopolistic position. At the time German agriculture 
relied upon ImPort of Chilean nitrate and the potash deposits. 
During the war, Britain, France, and the United States, being 
cut off from their source of supply, began to produce their own 
dye-stulfs, and German agriculture looked for a substitute for 
its nitrates, with the result that the German industry lost its 
monopolistic position in one branch at the same time as it 
widened its range. The great dyes firms were obJiged to take 
the initiative in carrying out the requirements of the Hindenburg 
programme, for oniy they had the necessary experience and 
equipment. Not until z925 did the chemical industry turn its 
attention to the manufacture of artificial silk. 

The result of the industry's wider scope has been a change 
in location; the three main areas are engaged On different 
branches of production. Since the discovery of the alizarine 
process in r869, the Upper Rhine and Main area has been the 
centre of the dye-stuffs industry, owing to its plentiful water 
supply and water transport facilities for Ruhr coal. All the 
dye factories are situated On the river banks, Weiler-ter-Meer, 
Bayer, Kalle and Badische AniIin on the Main. The towns in 
this area show the highest degree of industrial concentration in 
Germany: 63 per cent. of the total population of Ludwigshafen 
in z925 were engaged in industry, 21 per cent. in chemicals. the 
highest percentage in any town engaged in any single industry. 

The Central German area before the war produced only heavy 
alkalis and superphosphates, the large soda manufacturers, after 
the discovery of the Solvay process and abandonment of the 
Leblanc, having left their original site near Ruhr coal for the 
Halie salt deposits and adjacent lignite. The smaller Leblanc 
factories situated in Central Germany continued to make soda 
on the old process, relying on chloride of potash as a by-product 
until the discovery of the new proceSs by a Bitterfeld factory ... 
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forced them to give up both and take up manufacture of super
phosphates. At Oppau, the production of synthetic nitrogen 
had been carried on on a small scale before the war, but the plant 
was not extended during the war, being within the range of 
enemy aircraft: the great emergency plants were constructed 
at Leuna and Piesteritz in Central Germany, their site being 
chosen for the lignite deposits, which contain a high percentage 
of bitumen and provide the material for the Farben Industrie's 
coal distillation experiments. Should these succeed, the value 
of the Central German area's output will greatly exceed that of 
the Lower Rhine area; at present it is perhaps 75 per cent. as 
great. 

The Cologne area is the site of the artificial silk works: the 
value of its output is probably about 25 per cent. as great 
as that of the Lower Rhine area. The many solitary sulphuric 
acid works which the trust controls are scattered over wide areas, 
because the industry must be situated near its consumers and use 
water transport if possible; hence works are found on the Elbe 
near Hamburg and Magdeburg, on the Oder ·at Stettin and 
Breslau, and in and about Danzig, Memel and Posen. 

In aU important products, the trust has the advantage of local 
concentration. Since the fusion it has re-organised the manage
ment of its works, dividing them iota four districts, Upper Rhine, 
Middle Rhine, Lower Rhine and Central Germany. Further, it 

. has concentrated certain branches of production io certain firms, 
for instance, pharmaceutical products in the Leverkusen and 
Hachst works: and bas .continued the process of concentration 
already begun, in the case of Griesheim (heavy chemicals) and 
photographic materials (Agfa). 

(i) Dyts. 
In this branch the trust has a monopoly.· Sioce the fusion 

it has re-organised its production, closing down three works, 
Leonhard of Mulheim, Wiilfing-Dahi of Barmen, Jager of DUssel
dorf, wbich together accounted for about x.5 per cent. of the 
total output. The works share in the total output as under : 

LudWigshafen 
LeverkuBen •• 
HOehst •• 
Casella, Frankfurt 

Percent. 
23·10 
20·50 
17·90 
14.80 

Agfa, and Wolfen 
Kalle, Biebrich #. 
Weiler-m-Meor •• 
Grieshoim 

Percent. 
11.20 

4·45 
3.40 

3·25 

• Another dyes concem exists: of little importance compared with that 
of the trust. for its capital is small (15.20 Mill. RM.) and it is believed. that 
the fusion of the members of the trust (Heyl. &ringen and GOt:brod) in 
October. 1927. wao financed by the I.G. Wiedenfeld ill his C.E.I. memo.
andum BUggests that -it is a rival of the trust which. of coorse, is impossible. 
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The production of dye-stuffs proceed on a Unified plan; certain 
dye-stuffs are concentrated in certain works. The number of 
dye-stuffs has been reduced from about eight thousand to 
two thousand. 

Foreign competition in the home market has not been 
excluded as was expected, and the trust has met it, not by 
reducing prices but by a propaganda campaign for fadeless dyes-' 
the so-called .. Indantkren .. dyes, which has succeeded in con
vincing consumers that no other dyes are fadeless and has secured 
the market at least for high quality dyes. Thus import is now 
confined to the cheaper qualities. 

Average Value per IOO kg. in RM. 

GEIUIAN ExPoltT: 1925· ~926* 1921· 
Anilin and Tar product dyes .. ']28 605 537 
Alizarin dyes • • . • • • 1~48 88S 1.~63 

GER.IL\Jf IMPORT; 
Anilin and Tar product dyes 175 475 415 
Alizarin dyes .• 452 451 i56 

The price policy of the trust has not been extortionate, but it is 
a.guable that the" Indanthren .. dyes campaign was economically 
unjustifiable, since the campaign itself wascostly and has no doubt 
stimulated the use of higher quality dyes when lower quality 
would do. There can be no question of exploiting the home 
market to compensate the lower prices in the foreign market, 
because at least 7S per cent. of the trust's output is exported 
(estimated at 85 per cent. before the war). 

(ii) N it,aIu. 
The trust owns the patents for the two chief processes for the 

fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, Frank-Caro (cyanamide) and 
Haber-Bosch (the direct synthesis of ammonia), using the Haber
Bosch process at the Badische Ani!in works at Oppau, which 
was producing before the war, and the Leuna works at Merseburg 
constructed during the war; until recently it also used the CarD 
process at the Knapsack works, but these have recently been 
converted to production of synthetic acetic acid. Under the 
Hindenbnrg programme, works were constructed by the govern
ment at Piesteritz, using the Caro process, now the property of 
the Mitteldeutsche Stickstoffwerke A.G. Recently these also 
have been converted; half of the works are rented to the Farben 
Industrie and the Bayerische Stickstoffwerke A.G. for the 
production of electrolytic phosphorus, and in the other half the 
calcium cyanamide produced in the Bavarian works is converted 
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into nitrates. The only important independent calcium cyana
mide producer at present is therefore the Bayerische Stickstoft
werke A.G., at Trostberg, whose output is small compared with 
that of the trust. So far as these two processes are concerned, 
the trust dominates the industIy. To make the present position 
clear it is necessary to explain the nature of the processes used, 
because the industIy has not yet taken a permanent technical 
form (in so far as any branch of the chemical industry is 
technically permanent). Costs of production of the processes 
are more or less equal and too high, as a result of the high cost of 
sulphuric acid, due to the absence of supplies of pyrites; the 
Haber Bosch process requires large quantities of sulphuric acid 
(4 kilograms of 60° Be to fix x kilogram of ammonia), and would 
be more costIythan ammonia produced as a coke oven by-product, 
if the Caro product, nitro-lime, conld be used alone; nitro-lime, 
however, is a fertiliser useful for some soils but generally dangerous 
and requiring the addition of sulphuric acid in the form of 
ammonium sulphate, with the result that the final product 
requires as much sulphuric acid as the Haber-Bosch. Thus the 
high cost of nitrate production has driven German agriculture 
to the use of nitro-lime alone and the Badische AniIin works 
to experiment with the object of perfecting the mSUID process 
for the production of ammonium sulphate, which dispenses with 
sulphuric acid. 

Since the cost of synthetic nitrate production does not 
compare favourably with that of natural and by-product nitrates 
there are great possibilities for any concern which may hit upon 
a more profitable process, and the trust is anxious to suppress 
competitors of this kind. Two Ruhr mines, the Mont Cenis 
(ROehling concern) and Hibernia (property of the Prossian state) 
together founded the Gasverarbeitungs G.m.b.H. in March, x927, 
to use the Uhde process, similar to the Haber-Bosch but working 
at lower pressure. The I.G. Farben Industrie, apparently not 
relying on expert opinion (which held that the process had no 
commercial future), in May,x927, brought a snit for infringement 
of patent against Mont Cenis, which it lost. It is said that the 
Mont Cenis mine is financed by the Prussian government with 
the intention of destroying the Farben Industrie's monopoly: so 
presumably if the process is sucoessful the coal mines will seek no 
agreement with the trust. Another Ruhr concern, Kli!ckner, is 
installing plant for the Claude process working with higher 
pressure than the Ha~ Bosch; and in October, 1927, the 
United Steel Works and other Ruhr concerns founded the 
Kohlechemie A.G. to use the Casale process. The competitors 
are no longer by-product ammonia. Chilean nitrate, and synthetic 
nitrates, but synthetic nitrate produced by difterent processes, 
and mixed fertilisers of difterent composition. 
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G"""" .. Nitrate Output. 
I .. 1,000 ron. ['w. NitTatos. 

Fertiliser Years. 

19.6/'1 . 192.7/28,-

I.G. Farbon Industrie, Oppan . ·1 100 
Leuna ~ .~ 340 

A.G. fllr Stickstolld. (are) : :i 5 t 
Elektro Nitrum process (cokery) 4·5 , 

Chem. W. Lothriogen .. "1 30·5 

Total .. j 
480 ", 

Bavarian and Central German works 
cyanamide ,. . . .. 45 

Ammoniak Verkaufs Vereinigang .. 1 
Gaskoks Syndikat .. .. .. j 60 
Other coking plant .. .. .. 
RuhI' ooal interests: 

Mont Cenis and Hibernia .. -
KlOckner-WiDtershall .. .. -
Ruhr Chemie A.G. .. .. -

ToW .. .. 585 

• Waller's estimates. 

B. Branches in which Other Producers Exist. 
(i) Heavy Cltemicals . 

100 

SOC 

'0 
So 

660 

90 

80 

-
• -

83' 

1928/ 290-

100 
600 

'0 
So 

760 

90 

96 

60 .. 
1 

I 1.028 

.. In pre-war days sulphuric acid was regarded as the most 
important heavy chemical for use as a ..,:.,.gent in amost every 
staple industry. Today probably about one-half of t,he sulphuric 
acid manufactured in the world is used in converting phosphate 
rock into the fertiliser, superphosphate of lime. The second 
largest use is in connection with the recovery of ammonia at gas 
works and at coking plants ... • Since the war both consumers 
have had to meet the competition of the atmospheric nitrogen 
industry, and their demand has declined while the nitrate 
processes have not provided a substitute, for the I.G. Farben 
Industrie, in order to reduce the cost of synthetic nitrate pro
duction and to free itself from dependence on foreign pyrites. 
uses processes which reduce its works' consumption of sulphuric 
acid and is carrying on experiments in its laboratories to discover 
methods of eliminating its use still further. As a result of the 
competition of synthetic nitrates with the products of the acid's 
chief consumers (including the explosives industry) combined 
with these attempts, the German output of SUlphuric acid in 

• See C.IU. memorandum em the Chemica1 Industry. 
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:1925 only reached two-thirds of the z9I3 output, though the 
world output exceeded that of zgz3 by 25 per cent. When the 
new process of phosphate cooversion in the electric furnace is 
perfected the industry must face gradual extinction. 

The trust controls numerous sulphuric acid works, supplying 
its own needs largely from those at Griesheim; it does not 
appear to injure the independent producers and indeed would 
have no object in doing so, for dilIicnlties of transport restrict 
the chemical to a local market, and works are scattered all over 
Germany. 

The soiJa industry is dominated by the Deutsche Solvay 
Werke A.G., completely cootrolled by the Belgian concern. 
With its capital of 75 mill. RM. and 8,000 workers it is the 
most important chemical undertaking next to the trust, a 
vertically organised concern owning salt and lignite mines; its 
importance seems likely to increase as the Bemburg works 
are planning an increase Of 50 per cent. of their output (from 
zoo,ooo kg. to z50,ooo kg. daily, equal to an annual output 
of 450,500 tons). . 

Sulphate and HytlrocAloric Acitl.-Formerly these were the 
products of a special industry which converted salt into sulphate 
and hydrochloric acid with the sulphuric acid produced in its own 
works, an industry now disappearing under attack by by-products 
on both fronts. The Farbeo Industrie is now responsible for the 
greater part of the output of hydrochloric acid, producing it by 
the direct union of chlorine and hydrogen, the chlorine being a 
by-product in the electrolytic production of caustic alkali: no 
cartel exists and the old industry is in process of extinction. 
War time shortage of sulphuric acid stimulated production of 
by-product sulphate by the potash mines; since it is a by-product, 
costs are incomparably -lower. The, potash concern Kaiseroda 
withdrew from the convention in zg24, finding its market restricted 
by convention prices; the old sulphate producers found their 
position endangered and succeeded in getting the convention 
renewed after its dissolution, though on terms less favourable 
to themselves. The maintenance of the cartel agreement cannot 
hinder the extinction of the old facturies, which are rapidly being 
closed down. 

(il) Super phosphates. 
The decline in production in superphosphates has been due 

to the collapse of both the export and the inland markets. Total 
production declined from Z .85 million toIlS in 1913 to 0.66 million 
in 1925: export declined from 283 thousand toIlS in '913 to 
46 thousand in I925. (So thousand in I926.) The loss of the 
export trade is due to the development of the industry in distant 
European and neutral countries, which erected their own plants 
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while unable to obtain their nonnal supply from the belligerent 
countries, which needed all their own sulphuric acid for the 
manufacture of explosives. In I925/26 consumption of phos
phates by German agriculture ouly amounted to 68 per cent. of 
the 1913 consumption. The decline is partly the result of the 
import of basic slag from the Lorraine and Luxemburg furnaces, 
stimulated in I926 by franc inflation. It is argued that neither 
basic slag (a winter dressing) nor nitrates shoUld be regarded as 
competitors of superphosphates, a spring dressing: in practice, . 
however, they are used as substitutes. In the case of the Farben 
Industrie's new mixed fertilisers, Leunaphos and Leunaphoska, 
no such alibi can be pleaded. 

The industry has t;eSOrted to fusions as a means of closing 
down inefficient works. Some time before the War the number 
of factories was decreasing; there were 131 factories producing 
in 1905, eighty-four in 1913 and fifty-four in 1927. In 1926 two 
fusions took place, one between the Guano-Merck firms in 
Hamburg and Lubeck, the other between a Berlin firm, the 
Chemische Fabrik Milch, A.G., and a Stettin firm, the A.G. der 
Chemischen Produktenfabrik, Pommerensdod, one of the largest 
factories of the Silesian Oberkoksfirm. In the Milch-Pommerens
dod fusion the Norderham works of the Oberkoks concern were 
not included, because a North-West German firm would have 
no object in entering a. combination of North-East German 
producers which aims at closing down works. The wide dispersion 
of other works will probably hinder further trustification. 

In the production of mixed fertilisers, one firm, until recently, 
competed with the Farben Industrie: the Rhenania-Kunheim 
group. (Rhenania's fertiliser is made by a kind of blast furnace 
process. The Farben Industrie's process consists of heating the 
rock phosphate in an electric furnace; for this process the F.I. 
and the Bayrischer Stickstoffwerke have made an agreement with 
the Government Nitrate Works at Piesteritz for production of 
phosphorus by the electrical process for an ammonium phosphate 
fertiliser, not Leunaphos.) The fusion of the two companies took 
place in 1926, before competition with the dyes trust had become 
acute, with the object of improving Kunheim's financial position; 
competition in I927 was so acute that Rhenania was obliged to 
write down its capital of 20 mill. RM. to 10 mill. RM., and to close 
down four works. . 

In November, 1927, it was announced that the majority share
holders of Rhenania, the potash group Neustassfurt Friedrichs
hall (which after the fusion acquired the Kunheim family's shares 
and undertook to provide Rhenania with potash), had made a 
contract with the Farben Industrie for common sale of some 
of the Company's products, sulphur and barium compounds and 
acids, but not Rhenania phosphate. No doubt this arrangement 
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will before long lead to the trust's absorption of Rbenania, since 
it is a small firm and not financially sound, 

(ill) Amficial Silk. 
The Farben Industrie's interests were only recently acquired 

and its output is at present small compared with that of the 
Glanzstofi-Bemberg group, which is responsible for 85-90 per cent. 
of the total German output. Of the 11)27 output of 18.5 Mill. kg., 
8 Mill. kg. came from the Glanzstofi Company's four works, 
3t from Glanzstofi-Courtaulds, It from Bemberg of Barmen, 
It from the Breslau works founded by Glanzstoff and Bemberg, 
and It from the works of the Dyes I.G. At the beginning of 11)28 
its interests consisted of : 

(i) Viscose: one works at Wolfen, producing 2,000 kg. daily, 
and three other works taken over from Koin Rottweil in 11)26 
not yet producing, with a capacity of 5.000 kg. daily each. 

(ii) Cupra-ammonium: a half interest in the Holkenseide firm 
which uses the Bemberg patent; acetyl cellulose is being pro
duced at the Koln-Dormagen works. 

(iii) Acetate: the trust have been characteristically responsible 
for the introduction of this process: in collaboration with 
Glanzstofi it set up in 11)26 the Acetate G.m.b.H. in Berlin
Lichtenberg, at present not producing; both firms are sceptical 
as to its prospects. 

The total output of viscose and copper silk at the beginning 
of 11)28 was II-IZ,OOO kg. daily; by the end of the year it was 
expected to amount to 22,000 kg. daily. 

These interests draw the trust into the international network 
of alliances "fabulous in size and nebulous in character," with 
Du Pont de Nemours. financially almost as powerful as the trust 
itself, through the fusion with Koin-RottweiI. and with Glanzstofi
Bemberg (and therefore with Snia Viscosa and Courtaulds) through 
the Aceta G.m.b.H. and Holkenseide. Both connections are 
slight, and though co-operation with Glanzstoff-Bemberg is a 
matter of course. the trust develops its new processes independ
ently. If the trust increases its output on the scale prophesied, 
it will have to seek a closer alliance with Glanzstofi. 

It is difficult to say what the efiect on Glanzstoff would be. 
The firm has dominated the German market since its foundation 
in 1902. UnlikeBemberg, a century-oId silk-weaving firm with 
which it amalgamated in 11)24. it has always produced artificial 
silk only: since the war its position has been even more secure, for 
the small firms. which flourished until the substitution of viscose 
for the cupra-ammonium process necessitated ascale of production 
of at least X,5OO kg. daily. have all been absorbed, with one 
exception. F. Kuttner of Pima. Thus the Farben Industrie is 
the group's only potential competitor in the home market. The 
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V1SCOSe Convention represented simply an agreement between 
the two, a defensive measure against inflation-stimulated 
import of French and Italian silk into the practically unprotected 
German market in 1925 and 1926. Shortly after the Koln
Rottweil transaction, the two groups agreed to introduce a uniform 
system of grading and price calculation. In 1927 the producers 
were able to draw knitters, weavers, and consumers of artificial 
silk waste, wholesale and retail traders into an .. AIbeitsgemein
schaft." The price policy of the convention is generally con
sidered moderate, though it appears to have raised prices in 1927 
to take advantage of the textile boom when world prices were not 
rising. Although import of foreign silk increased during the 
period of its control, and broke up the convention in December, 
1928, the increase was not due to an excessively high price 
level. Successful in stabilising the market it certainly was, 
but the genuine cartel problem-regulation of output-was 
unknown to it, for since it began the industry has had one long 
boom. 

No agreement exists at present with foreign concerns for 
acetate silk: when the Acetat G.m.b.H. begins to produce it 
may have a rival in Deutsche Acetat-KunstseidenA.G. Rhodiaseta 
of Freiburg, founded in 1927 by the Ruhr heavy industry firms 
with the patent of the French group, Bernheim. 

It does not appear that the artificial silk firms derive any 
economic advantage from their membership of the chemical 
trust-that they can rely, for instance, on a cheaper supply of 
cellulose or heavy chemicals. None of the great concerns are 
independent of the market for raw material, nor need they be. 
Glanzstoff made attempts to secure its supplies of cellulose, but 
failed to obtain control of the South German Waldhof concern in 
1923, and of coal, purehasing the Adler mining company in 192I. 
Koln-Rottweil, previous to absorption by the Farben Industrie, 
had acquired control of a cellulose firm, Gebr. Vogel in Zell in 
Weisenthal. Both Glanzstoff and Koln-Rottweil control their 
own supplies of heavy chemicals; part of Glanzstoff's caustic 
soda, bisulphide of carbon and ammonia requirements are 
provided by their own works at Sydowsaue; the Koln-Rottweil 
group is, of course, supplied by the Farben Industrie; the 
Holkenseide works, controlled by the" Farben Industrie and 
Bemberg together, one supplied by the A.G. fiir Anilin fa~rikation, 
the property 01 the former. 

Nor does it appear up to the present that the artificial silk 
undertakings are much profited by the trust's financial power. 
None of the absorptions and expansions of Glanzstoff-Bemberg 
in 1925 and I926 necessitated the issue of new capital until the 
spring of 19Z7; Glanzstoff-Courtaulds was provided with its 
" million RM. from the workiog capital of the two concerns. It 

It 
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seems likely that the trust's financial strength will give it an 
advantage in the future: 'Glanzstof! could not emulate the loan 
of 250 Mill. RM. convertible bonds issued in %928 to finance the 
new artificial silk works and the synthetic fuel experiments. 

(iv) Synthetic Fuel. 
The more sensational the activities of the trust, the more 

reticent is its attitude concerning them. Very little information 
is vouchsafed to the public about the finance and nature of the 
synthetic fuel processes. Here the available infonnation is 
summarised in order to indicate the relations of the trust with the 
Ruhr coal and steel concerns, Standard Oil and the Shell group. 

There are three principal processes : 
(I) For the first the Ruhr firms are responsible; it was 

discovered by Fischer and Tropsch at the Coal Research Institute 
at Mulheim (for its exact nature see .. Brennstoffchemie" for 
April,1926). ThepJant is beinginstalled bytheA.G. fUr Kohlenver
wertung, founded by concerns in _ the Ruhr and Aachen coal 
seams and the Cologne lignite seam. , 

(2) Liquefaction on the Bergius process, using lignite, has 
been carried on since April, 1927, at the dyes trust's Leuna works 
near Merseburg, and the product is on the market. In August. 
1927. Standard Oil announced that an agreement had been 
reached between it and the dyes trust for the exploitation of this 
process. 

(3) The patents for the third. distillation by the cracking 
method (aIso,theBergius process). are owned by the Steinkohlen 
Bergin A.G .• 35 per cent. of whose capital is controlled by the 
Gesellschaft fUr Teerverwertung, which was founded by the 
United Steel works and other heavy industry concerns, and 
65 per cent. by the Farben Industrie through the Evag (Erdill und 
Kohle Verwertungs=Gesellschaft, acqoired in 1925 and 1926 
from the Ruhrinterests which had acquired it after the dissolution 
of the Stinnes concern). The Gesellschaft fUr Teerverwertung 
in April. 1927. set up the A.G. fUr Kohienverfliissigung, which 
intends to use the Bergius patent and must, therefore. secure an 
agreement with the dyes trust as represented by the Steinkohlen 
Bergin. The Deutsche Gasolin A.G. (taken over from the Stinnes 
concern) is to finance this process; its capital is in the possession 
of the Dyes Trust. Standard Oil. and the Shell group. In 
addition. an agreement for the exploitation of this process was 
made between Standard Oil and the Dyes Trust in August. 1927. 

(v) Wood DislUlalion. 
The trust's discovery of synthetic methyl and butyl alcohols 

has revolutionised this branch. The existing producers are 
obliged to close down (as HenkeundBaertJing A.G. of Holzminden) 
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to concentrate on other products (the Verein fUr Chemische 
Industrie of Frankfurt) or to seek agreement with the trust. 
Two agreements have been made, one under which the 
Holzverkohlungs A.G. of Constance, the largest producer in this 
branch (capital:to mill. RM.), and the Frankfurt Verein who were 
contemplating fusion as a remedy in 1926, undertake the sale of 
the I.G's methanol, in all markets except Great Britain and the 
United States, and the other to regulate the sale of acetic acid 
with allotment of quotas. 

The I.G's nitro-cellulose lacquers have revolutionised the 
lacquer branch and price agreements exist between the I.G. and 
certain old factories. Seventy of the cellulose lacquer manufac
turers are organised in the Gesellschaft fUr Zellulose-Lackindustrie; 
the pyroxylin lacquer manufacturers have attempted in vain to 
organise themselves against complete substitution of the new 
product: 

(vi) Ga=. 
Gases are produced by the Griesheim Elektron firm whose 

branches are scattered all over Germany. For Berlin an agree
ment exists with the Linde refrigerator concern: the trust and 
Linde control the Vereinigte Sauerstoff Werken, which at the 
beginning of 1926 began to compete violently with the forty or 
so independent works, reducing its prices to a level which barely' 
covers their costs and forcing them to form the Deutsche 
Industriegas-Vereinigung e.V. 

(vii) P~ical. 
The concentration of resources proposed in Duisberg's famous 

r904 memorandum was intended to include the pharmaceutical 
firms as well, but none of them joined either of the two 
lnteressengemeinsch.ften which resulted from it, because they 
saw no advantage in alliance with partners financially so much 
more powerful than themselves. They took Duisberg's advice, 
however, and formed an lnteressengemeinschaft among them
selves in the following year, including all the important firms 
(Gehe & Co. A.G., E. Merck, Knoll & Co., J. D. Riedel, C. F. 
Boehringer & SOhne). with the exception of Vereinigten 
Chininfabriken Zimmer & Co. Its object was similar to that of 
the two agreements in the dyes branch: co-operation and 1:: regulation. The I.G. has existed continuously since, 

. undisturbed by the withdrawal of J. D. Riedel in 
1920: it is accompanied by many secret agreements for special 
products. 

Besides these firms, which are makers of pharmaceutical 
products only there are two others not included which manufacture 
other chemical products: Schering (16 mill. RM.) a member of 
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the Silesian Oberkoks concern, and von Heyden of Dresden (also 
hea!¥ chemicals and alkali electrolysis). 

Little is known of the trust's relation to these two groups. 
Between the trust and one member of the phannaceutical I.G., 
Merck, agreements exist for the sale of many products, and for 

. C<H>peration in the aetna! manufacture of the rachitis remedy. 
The Farben Industrie and the tWo mixed firms are members of 
the Verband deutscher Chemisch-Pharmazeutischen Gross
industrie e.V., which is believed to act as a cartel: the trust has 
made a special agreement with von Heyden about its semi
finished tar dye products. Riedel alone appears isolated. 

A survival in thiS branch presents a curious contrast to the 
large undertakings: in almost all the larger villages on the 
northern side of the Thuringian forest there is a chemical factory 
often of a "hand-work" character, employing no scientific 
workers, using old family recipes, plant extracts and pine needles, 
paying low wages, and favoured by the proximity of the glass, 
carton and wood industries. 

C. Branches in which the Trust is not interested. 
The I.G. Farben Industrie has no glue or soap interests. These 

products are controlled by a trust formed in x923, the Vereioigte 
deutsche Fettwerke A.G., 50 per cent. of the capital of which is 
owned by the Sun1icht A.G. of Mannheim, a subsidiary of Lever 
Brothers, 2S per cent. by the Verkaufsgemeinschalt deutscher 
Oe1miihlen A.G. Hamburg, a union of seven oil mills, and.the 
Scheidemantel firm which has a monopoly of glue. 

Nor has it any interest in certain coal-tar products-for 
instance, roofing felt, of which Rutgerswerke (Silesian coal, 
Central German oil and lignite) and Oberkoks (Silesian coal and 
coal-tar products) are the principal manufacturers. Their 
subsidiary companies amalgamated in :1927. 

D. CartelControl. 
The cartel fulfils a subordinate but essential function in every 

branch of the industry: only the pre-war dyes agreements 
(alizarine and natural indigo) have been superseded by trustifica
tion. Even where the trust controls 80 per cent. or 90 per cent. 
of the branch's output, as for instance, nitrates, Iithopone, carbon 
disulphide, the cartel organisation has been maintained. In the 
nitrates· syndicate, the I.G. has used its influence to hold prices 
high enough to enable the cyanamide works to continue pro
duction, even though it might have ben'elited itseH by a larger 
volume of sales at lower prices. Other branches not controlled 
by the trust. bUt by other large concerns. have developed powerful 
marketing organisations: superphosphates. soda, borax and 
caustic alkali, are all controlled by syndicates regulating output, 
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prices, and sales. Woaker organisations fix prices of basic slag 
and sulphuric acid (local associations). In only one important 
branch-hydrochloric acid-does genuine and violent competition 
prevail. 

II. TEXTILES. 

Owing to the great variety 'of the textile branches and the 
incomplete character of the production statistics, it is difficult to 
arrive at a satisfactory estimate of the total volume nf production. 

The foreign trade figures are not much guide to the position 
of the industry as a whole because many of the exporting branches 
are peculiar and the industry as a whole exports a much smaller 
percentage nf its total output than do the British and French 
industries. Kertesz (Die T ",ilind ... /ri. stimtlicher Staat.,., 1911) 
estimated the total value nf German textile output at 5,312.8 
Million Marks, of which 77.5 per cent. was taken by the inland 
market and 22.5 per cent. exported. (The value of the total textile 
import he estimated at 2,018.8 SO that even if there had been 
no export German production could not cover the demands of the 
home market.) His estimates are not sufficiently detailed to 
serve as a basis for comparison with the post-war period. The 
percentage exported varies very much from branch to branch; 
the Institut fUr Konjunkturiorschung uses rough estimates for 
the percentage of output exported by branches of the industry 
(Silk 33i per cent., wool IS per cent., cotton 10 per cent., linen, 
hemp, jute 13 per cent.) but even if these estimates are accurate 
enough they are not very useful in view of the variety nf further 
sub-divisions. 

As the amiual or biennial census of production results cannot 
be used in conjunction with the foreign trade returns, it is better 
in attempting a rough estimate of the value nf production (with 
no intention of comparison with the pre-war period) to rely wholly 
on these· rather than on the foreign trade figures. The census 
results are more complete than in the pre-war period, since the 
first post-war census included the weaving branches, as the pre
war censuses did not. At the time of writing, however, there 
are only 1925 returns for the weaving and woollen spinning 
industries and as the financial crisis made itself felt with excep
tional severity in textiles, causing a considerable decline both 
in the volume and value of total output, these cannot be used 
as a basis for an estimate in 1926 unless it is assumed that the 
output of the weaving branches underwent the same percentage 
decline in value as that of the spinning branches. Assuming 
on their basis that the value of the production of the weaving 
branches is 2.9 Milliard RM., the gross output nf the textile 
industry might be put at S milliard RM. 
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Value of Total. Output of Y ..... and Tlw ... d. 

MiIIianl RM. 
1925· 1926• 

Cotton I.' .821 
Worsted .612 ·553 
Woollen ·316 .280-
Linen *. .- .054 
Jute .. .164 .116 
Hemp ·096 .079 
Silk .173 .149 

Total •• 653 ,%.052 

• Estimate. DO 1926 RSUlt. 

Value of Output of WOllen Makrial. 

Wool and half wool clothiDg 
Carpets 
Sundry wool 
Cotton 
Cotton velvet and plush 
Furniture material .. 
Silk 
LiDen .. 
Heavy fabrics 
Jute .. 
Sundry 

Total 

1,1%9.315 
121.913 

51 .941 
1.236.364 

45.364 
126.114 
381.318 
2.90A3S 

49.954 
141.096 
1l3~150 

(From Wirtschaft UIld Statistik, 1927. pp. 414. 73', 768. 
928; 1928. p. 392; Ig2g. p. 318.) 

For the purpose of estimating the amount of output con
trolled, the output of the different b;.mches can be divided as 
under: 

MiIIianl RM. 

Output. 1926. CoIltrollod. 

Cotton .. .. .. 1·9 0·4 
Woollen and wonted .. I.g 1.0 
Linen .. .. .. .. 0·3 0.' 
Silk .. .. .. .. 0·4 0.0 
Jute .. .. .. 0.' 0.' 
Hemp and sundry .. .. 0·3 0.' 

Total .. .. .. 5.0 •• 0 
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Cotto.. certainly does not control so much as one-quarter of 
its output. Fluctuations in the price of raw cotton would 
probably not bave been sufficient to prevent a general price 
association of spinners, since the industry enjoyed up to :r924 a 
measure of protection, bad the industry heen locally concentrated. 
As it is, there is no general price cartel of cotton weavers or 
spinners; the spinner's national organisation (the Arbeits
ausschuss der deustchen Baumwollspinnersverbande) succeeded in 
establishing in :r92O a standard sale contract for Yam, with the 
weavers' national association, which marks a considerable 
advance on pre-war organisation. . 

The prevalence of the connection of weaving and spinning 
varies in the three main areas·, the only figures available are 
the totals for the whole Empire, which show that about 
40 per cent. of the total annual production of cotton yarn is 
woven in the same establishment; about 20 per cent. of all 
doubled yam is woven by the doubler; and about 6 per cent. 
spun on commission. In the Lower Rhine and Dutch frontier 
areat weaving and spinning are usually carried on in separate 
establishments; the area purchases very little yarn from the rest 
of Germany. Before the war the spinners of the area agreed to 
institute a central office to fix yarn prices varying with prices of 
raw material and spinning costs; thecompJaints of the weavers 
suggest that they succeeded.t Since the war no yarn prices have 
been fixed. The large establishments, uniformity of conditions 
and organisation of labour in this district contrast with those of 
the Central German area, in which conditions are so diverse that 
no price association of spinners and weavers has ever been 
possible. In Central Germany all counts, from the coarsest to 
the finest are spun; sometimes one establishment spins several 
counts. Most of the speciality branches are located in Saxony . 

• Production of Cotton Yam and Thread, 1925. 

Yarn. I Thread. 

z. Prussia 
(Rheinland .. 
Westphalia) 

•. Saxony 
3. Bavana 

W_bw-g 
Badon •• 

97·4 
79·9 
6.4·S 
6.4,5 
42 .. 6 
20·9 
12.0 

Mill. Kg. 

19·4 
16·9 ,.0 
7.0 

4·9 
1·7 
0.8 

t i .... Monchen-Gladbach, Mulfort, Viersen. Rheydt, Dulkea. Gronau. 
Rheine-, Nordholt. Bocholt. 

: Dilthey~ G.scltw.u liM' """",M"scAm BlJumwolliftdtuhW. 1912. 
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So far as generalisation is possible, weavers appear better 
organised; in the Viigtland a strong condition cartel exists which 
acts, it is believed, as an open price association: the national 
organisation of the coloured weavers (the Verband deutscher 
Buntwebereien), has set up an arbitration court in Leipzig to 
settle disputes with consumers, in co-operation with the 
association of the linen weavers, weavers, and handkerchief 
manufacturers, but makes no attempt at price regulation. In 
Central Germany the prevalence of the connection of weaving 
and spinning varies from town to town: in the Upper Franconian 
district" with which the Chemnitz area exchanges its yarn, the 
spinning and weaving establishment is about as common as the 
one-process establishment; the Silesian industry confines itseH 
almost entirely to weaving and purchases its yarn from Saxony. 
The third principal area, South Germany, is locally coherent and 
fairly uniform: tbe characteristic firm spins low and medium 
counts and weaves plain cloths for printing and bleaching .. 
Consequently combination of weavers is much easier than. in the 
other areas: the Verhand Siiddeutscher Baumwollindustrieller, 
of Augsburg, an old condition cartel, acts as an open price 
association; in the middle of :1926 the South German weavers 
came to an agreement on minimum prices and "when a sudden 
fall in the price of raw cotton by about 40 per cent. occurred in 
September and October the effect on the prices of cotton 
manufacturers was inconsiderable."t 

TM wooJlen aM W01'sUa industries probably control roughly 
half their total output, though they are even more widely 
distributed than cotton. Wool spinning is the principal industry 
in certain Saxon towns, as Crimmitschau, Werdau, Kirchberg and 
Lengenfeld, but has less importance in the central German areas 
as a whole than worsted spinning, which is carried on in nearly 
all the larger Saxon and Thuringian towns. Both are found in 
Eastern and Northern Germany.: In the west, worsted yarn is 
spun in the Rheinland area, Miinchen-Gladbach, Aachen, 
Kettwig a.d. Ruhr, and has recently arrived in the Paiatinate 
where woollen yarn has two old important centres, Lambrecht 
and Kusel. Neither industry appears to be developing a greater 
degree of local concentration. Unlike cotton, the connection of 
spinning and weaving offers definite advantages \1nd disadvant
ages. The worsted branch is more specialised than elsewhere 
in Europe: according to the :1925 production census only 7 per 
cent. of the total annual production of worsted yarn was woven 

• Hof, Mftnchberg. Bamberg, Bayreuth. Erlangen. FOrth-Hoi is 
generally CODsidered the noarost approach to tho ~re- cotton town, 

t D~ of o..r ..... Tr...u Roporl. 1921. 
l Worsted in Lllckenwalde in Brandenburg. in Lusatia. Spnmlberg. 

Cottbus, woollen in Brandenburg. Lower Sileala. Neumnnster. 
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by the same establishment. In the woollen branch the same 
establishment usually weaves and spins, and the connection of 
processes appears to be becoming more usual for the 1907 pro
duction census showed that half the total annual production of 
yam was woven by the same establishment, while in 19Z5, 
.. combined establishments" accounted for more than three
quarters of the total output of yam. The technical causes for 
the contrast between the two branches are universally effective 
aod well-known. The average woollen firm employing 100 to 
300 workers is smaller than the average. worsted spinning firm, 
which employs about 500. 

As might be exected, organisation of spinners and combers 
has been most successful in the worsted branch, and organisation 
of weavers in the woollen branch. However, the worsted spinners' 
and combers' association (the Verein deutscher Wollkammer und 
Kammgarnspinner) although it is a powerful organisation and 
includes nearly all spinners and combers, only fixes terms and 
not prices. The eight large commission combers have maintained 
-a price convention since the 80'S which attempts to equallse 
differences arising from the geographical position of its members, 
but the industry does not sufter from excessive conversion costs, 
because at least half the annual output of yam is combed by 
spinning establishments, so that the independent combers are not 
in a position to dictate. The few independent spinners of the 
woollen branch, -because they are locally concentrated, have 
succeeded in forming price conventions, one in Forst, one in 
Cottbus, one in Reichenbach. 

No weavers' organisation in either branch has much infiuence 
on the market, with the exception of the cloilimakers' convention, 
which included nearly all cloth manufacturers at the date of its 
foundation. Since 1923 it has included the Verband halbwollener 
und wollener Stofte and the Saxon-Thuringian weavers, so that 
it can dictate terms to traders, which were the subject of bitter 
controversy from the middle of 1924 to the end of 19Z6; at one 
point the traders petitioned the Reichs Economic Minister to 
prosecute the convention for behaviour .. gegen die guten Sitten," 
with no result. In the end the Cloth Convention made some 
concessions, in particular an extension of credit terms after the 
traders had formed a defensive organisation (the V ereinigung der 
Tuchgrossisten in Herrenbekleidungseinzelhandel). 

Li ...... - The strongest spinners' organisation is found in the 
linen branch, controlling 90 per cent. of the total output. Since 
the middle of last century the industry has been growing more 
locally concentrated, a process not perceptible in any other textile 
branch. The eastern industry centres round Lauban and follows 
the lower heights of the Rieserigebirge into Silesia; in the west 
the centres a're Bielefeld, once famous, now losing its pre~ence, 
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Kampen and DUren. Connection of weaving and spinning is not 
usual: according to the 1925 census of production, only 20 per 
cent. of the total production of linen yarn is woven by the same 
concern. Under these circumstances it is surprising that no 
permanent spinners' cartel existed before the war. • War 
organisation left behind it a central office, (the Leillengam
abrechnungstelle) and accustomed manufacturers toco-operation, 
but in the following two or three years the industry prospered in 
comparison with other textile branches, so concentration was 
postponed: the stabilisation aisis showed that output was in 
excess of demand and restriction necessary. A syndicate contract 
was signed in June, 1926, by firms controlling 265.000 
spindles out of a total of 300,000 employed in the industry, the 
outsiders being smaller establishments. Under the contract the 
·Leinengarnvertriebsgesellschaft G.m.b.H. undertook not only to 
fix prices and terms of delivery, but also to regulate production and 
to allow rebates to weavers who agree to deal exclusively with it, 
The weavers responded by setting up a committee to safeguard 
their interests; apart from this,. their branch is unorganised 
except for one or two condition cartels; they use antiquated 
methods and home worl< lingers in many districts. No syndicate 
can do much to rescue the industry from tbe depression it is 
enduring. 

Silk.-Before the war well-organised condition cartels existed 
in every branch of silk weaving: there are no silk spinners' 
associations because independent spinners do not exist. None 
of the highly organised cartels now control prices. The present 
Verband der Seidenstofffabrikanten (with eighty-seven members, 
sixteen affiliated members) includes all manufacturers of silk (in 
the narrow sense, for clothing); it dates from 1905 and has 
always been a condition cartel, though before the war one of its 
branches, tbe crepe manufacturers, succeeded in forming a price 
association. The Turquoisefabrikanten (cachenez weavers) have 
belonged to a condition cartel since before the war. The manu
facturers of umbrella silk belong to a condition cartel, the 
Verband der Schirmstofffabrikanten, which in 1926 aroused great 
opposition by granting rehates to customers who undertook to 
deal exclusively with it; traders threatened cartel court pro
ceedings without effect. Only one cartel, the Verband deutscher 
Krawattenfabrikanten, fixes prices as well as terms: it has 
done so since 1906, having been founded in 1903 as a condition 
cartel .. 

The jute, Jump tmd linoleum branches control the whole of 
their output. 

• In periods of df:pression certain branches achieved tempmary cartels 
-the spmners in r892"94~ and 1901<02, weavers in November. 1899. and 
the doublers in ISgg-19OO. 
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The jute syndicate (Interessengemeinschaft deutscher Jute
industrieller) was fonned as a result of the rise of jute prices in 
April, I9Z6. In that month the Dundee jute spinners gave up 
their minimum price agreement and the German syndicate which 
had existed since I920· broke up; for some time its production 
quotas had been ineffective, because firms refused to reckon their 
export in their production quota. The present syndicate is 
stronger in appearance in the inland market than its predecessor, 
but as it nowpermits members to export. without reckoning export 
in their production quota, its actual control is weaker. Through
out IgzO and until the third quarter of 1921 it restricted pro
ductive capacity by 50 per cent.; in the third quarter of I921 it 
restricted it by 40 per cent., although production was increasing 
to a greater extent; the extra output was, therefore, exported. 
so that syndicate policy has the effect ,of stimulating export, thus 
explaining the disparity between post-war and pre-war production 
capacity and inland consumption. . 

The syndicate includes eleven out of the thirty-four firms, 
and covers ahout 80 per cent. of the total production, since the 
smaller firms are excluded. Half of the syndicate members' 
output is produced by the Blumenstein group (whose withdrawal 
in April. 19z6, was therelore decisive). 

The hemp industry is dominated by two large concerns, the 
Bindwarenfabrik Immenstadt and the Seilenwarenfabrik Fiissen, 
which, in 1920, made an Interessengemeinschaft to arrange for 
common sales purchase and export, and to .. complete each other'. 
production programme." Ahont three-quarters of the total hemp 
output is produced by these two firms; and most of the remaining 
quarter must be produced by the Rant-Union A.G. (capital 
3 Mill. RM. against Fiissen-Immenstadt's U.2 million) which 
represent. the Blumenstein concern's hemp interests. These 
companies are members of a syndicate which regulates output and 
prices, the Verband deutscher Hanfindustrieller, G.m.b.H., a 
pre-war cartel of long ancestry, which lapsed after the war, and 
was not revived till May, 1921, when it issued its first price list. 

In the linoleum branch, trustification has superseded the 
syndicate, which was first formed in 19IO. Since its renewal in 
1920 the agreement has often been broken, though actually there 
was only one outsider. The present company, the Deutsche 
Linoleumwerke A.G., originated from the fusion of four companies, 
two of which were already controlled by the Bremen Linoleum
werke A.G., Delmenhorst, which therefore remains a holding 
company. The motive for trust formation appears to have been 
the Delmenhorst company's wish to dominate the market: before 
the fusion it owned a controlling interest in the Hausa and 
Ankermark companies, both of Delmenhorst, and when the 

• There has been a syndicate since 1901 of the same kind. 
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Germania company of Stuttgart brought a new ftoor covering 
similar to linoleum on the market. it made an agreement with the 
company and with the other remaining works, the Maximiliansaw 
A.G., but fearing that this agreement might be ineffective, 
persuaded the companies that fusion would be advantageous to 
them. The trust proceeded to rationalise; it has divided 
the market into five areas, each served by one company, it 
has reduced its number of designs, and its works are to 
specia1ise on certain designs and qualities. It is not over
capita1ised: for 1927-28 it paid a IS per cent. dividend and 
with a capital of U.2 Mill. RM. devoted 3.8 to depreciation. 
Since the revival of the international linoleum agreement in 
March, 1927. and the foundation of the international holding 
company at ZUrich in February, 1928, it has complete control 
of the German market. There are, in fact, three other producers, 
the Rheinischen Linoleumwerke in Bedburg (always an outsider 
of the syndicate) and the Keffel A.G. in Tannenbergsthal in V. 
and a company in Westphalia. but these are all unimportant. 

UI. PAPER. 

The estimate of the value of paper production is based on 
the foreign trade return and association output ligures. 

Although cartets exist in every branch except cardboard, the 
industry's output is not fully controlled owing to inter-cartel 
competition: 

The Verband deutscber Druckpapierfabrikanten in 1925 
includedlifty-threenewspapermanufacturers,· twelve of whom are 
insigniIicant; and controlled over four-fifths of the total output; 
the remaining manufacturers were organised as a rival associa
tion, the Vereinigte Ringfreien Zeitungsdruckpapier Fabriken 
G.m.b.H. In conjunction with equally well organised industries 
in other European countries and in Canada it has formed a 
committee in Stockholm for the purpose of collecting information. 

Packing paper prices are controlled by various conventions, 
of no special interest; the German producers do not co-operate 
with the central European (i.e. Austria, Czechoslovakia, J ugo
Slavia) cartel. The cardboard branch has been less successful. 
A sales organisation set up at Dresden would have controlled 
80 peJ; cent. of the total German output, but the quotas allotted 
were never enforced, and the association only fixed minimum 
prices: two members in February, 1924. gave notice of rescission 
which the cartel court refused to sanction; it approved the 
rescission of seven members in November, 1926, t on the same 
ground. with the result that the seiling association dissolved and 

• Thepressdoesnot.asarule.attempttoacquiremanufaeturlnginterest. 
t See decision. of February 13th. 19'14. and November 8th, 1926, 

iDstance of wise poUey on the part of the court. 
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a committee was set up to work in conjunction with the trade 
association, the Verein deutscher Pappenfabrikanten, and arrange 
price scales and terms of delivery on a surer basis. Recently the ' 
large consumers of cardboard have formed an association to deal 
directly with the manufacturers. In spite of these arrangements 
the branch at present works under genuine competitive con
ditions. In the carton branch organisation has made progress 
since the war: the first syndicate was founded in I927. ' 

In the wall-paper branch stimulus to combination came, as 
it did in the porcelain branch, from the manufacturers of . 
high quality goods, who were obliged to protect themselves 
against the competition of inferior qualities, the manufacturers 
of which have little interest in combination, since their margin 
of profit is so small. The pre-war associations therefore never 
lasted long, because as soon as the manufacturers of the higher 
grades had succeeded in fixing prices the manufacturers of low
grade papers began to make higher quality papers. In :£912 the 
building boom, which had continued since the beginning of the 
century, came to an end, and the necessity of organisation being 
greater than before, the Verband deutscher Tapetenfabrlkanten 
was formed, with thirty-one memhers against twenty-four out
siders. Since the war it continues, carrying on an intermittent 
struggle with another association. 

Most progress in organisation in the post war period has been 
made in the raw materials and semi-finished products branches. 

Before I928 the rag trade was unorganised: early in the 
year three purchase associations were formed. The North West 
German firms orlginaliy planned an organisation. to include 
all German dealers: the plan was frustrated by five large 
South German firms setting up the Suddeutsche Rohstofihandels 
G.m.b.H. in January and four Rheinland firms following their 
example a month later; the eleven North West German firms, 
therefore, were obliged to set up a purchasing organisation also. 
The effect of the existence of three organisations is expected to 
intensify competition. 

In the wood pulp branch, the South German producers had 
formed a selling association with a price scale before the war; 
now all the producers are members of the Verein deutscher 
Holzstofffabrikanten e.V., a price and terms association. The 
ouly purchasing association was formed by the Black Forest 
manufacturers before the war; whether it still functions is not 
known. In 1927 Sweden, Norway, and Fiuland producers formed 
an output-controlling cartel. 

Until recently the cellulose branch was unorganised, owing to 
the prevalence of the connection between cellulose and paper 
manufacture. The trade association (Verband Zellulosefabri
kanten) for many years recommended minimum prices to its 
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members but did !lot compel adberence. The market is rapidly 
expanding with the gro'\Vth of the artificial silk industry. but 
in spite of the high quality of the German product. German 
manufacturers began to feel Scandinavian and Czech competition 
very acutely in the second half of I927. and, in Older to meet 
it. set up (in April. 1928) the Sulfitzellstofi G.m.b.H .• a central 
sales company regulating output and prices (excluding only 
straw and natron cellulose which does not come on the market). 
The four large firms. Waldhof. Aschaffenburg, Koholyt and 
Hoesch. control three-quarters of its total output. Immediately 
after its foundation the Gent)an producers succeeded in persuad
ing the Czech industry to restrict its export to Germany and 
began to negotiate with the Scandinavians for the same purpose. 
IV. NON-FERROUS METALS. 

100 per cent. output cartel-controlled in 1928. 
Copper, lead. enamel: national and international cartels. 
Zinc: International cartel, national cartel broke up under 

pressure of outsiders in I927. since renewed. 
Aluminium: Three large concerns. national and international 

cartel. 
V. FOOD. 

Here estimate is difficult as there are no valuations of the 
output of the groups. The value of the output of beer in 
relation to the other groups cannot be so high as in Great Britain· 
(according to the London and Cambridge Economic Service index 
of production, 45 per cent. of the value of the group's output) 
because sugar is relatively more important; 35 per cent. can be 
allowed. The entire output is .controlled by the Schulheiss 
Patzenhofer trust. Another 15 per cent. may be allowed for 
yeast (trust and cartel). cigarettes (weak price associations 
suffering from perpetual undercutting). chocolate (price con
vention), grain milling (local price convention). Concern forma
tion has gone farthest in grain milling. where three great concerns. 
the Strassburg group. the Deutsche Miihlenvereinigullg A.G .• and 
Kampffmeyer, control over 50 per cent. of the total output; the 
remainder is produced by thirteen large works sometimes 
co-operating with the large concerns, sometimes not. 

VI. ELEcnucAL. 
70 per cent. total output is controlled by the three large 

combines, Siemens-Schuckert and Siemens and Halske. the 
A.E.G. with its subsidiaries, the sales associatiQn based on the 
association of Voigt and Haeffner. Sachsenswerk A.G .• and a 
number of smeller firms. But agreements exist between them for 
certain products only. 

The extent of price control in this branch is commonly 
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exaggerated, for instance, the Beama publication, T,..sls tmd 
Combines in eM Electrical Industry, describing the central associa
tion, the Zentralverband der deutschen elektrotecbnischen 
Industrie, states that " its main function lies, however, in fixing 
standard prices, conditions of contract and specification, for the 
great majority of the products of the industry; it is served by a 
number of groups devoted to one special branch of inter-related 
branches, and in some cases not only determines prices but 
allocates orders. There are few articles not produced in Germany, 
few contracts, from a complete power station equipment costing 
hundreds of thousands of pounds, to a small fractional horse
power motor, which are not subject to the control, direct or 
indirect, of the association. In addition to the central association 
a number of cartels deal specifically with certain branches which 
lend themselves more easily to quota production on standard 
lines and to division between producers on a quota system. 
Mention shorild be made in this connection of the Elektrizitats
zabler-Verband (Meters), Cable Makers, Insulated Wire Association, 
Verein deutscher Isolatorenwerke (insulators), heating and cooling 
apparatus, while other groups have dealt with condensers, insulated 
tubes, porcelain and ceramics, and a separate union covers 
contracting firms." . 

In fact, the central association does not fix or control prices 
except in so far as it provides methods of price calculation. Of 
the cartels mentioned, only two regulate output, the meters 
and cable associations, which allot quotas, but have not 
succeeded in introducing central sales. The Insulated Wire 
Association was the only sales syndicate in the industry; it 
broke up in the middie of 1927-being unable to reconcile the 
interests of the large and small firms. Two others, insulated 
tubes and heating and cooling apparatus, never controlled output 
and have ceased to control prices since 1926 and 1925 respectively. 
In porcelain the high tension branch is well organised, regulating 
output, but the low tension branch is not organised at all. 

vn. EXPORT GROUP. 
(Calculated 011 export figu,....) 

Output. 
Million RM. Controlled. 

Oocks 100 60 
Musical instruments ISO 
Toys .20 
Pottery .60 '40 
Glass #0 -Total : 1.170 600 

For extent of ccmbiDation. see pp. 89-92. 
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THE EXTENT OF RATIONALISATION IN. THE 
HEAVY INDUSfRIES 

I. EcoNOMIC POSITION OF THE RUHIl CoAL SEAK 
The available evidence as to financial and technical efficiency 

is hardly sufficient to determine the exact extent to which the 
industry is working on a non-economic basis. So far as output 
pet; man shift and installation of machineI}' are concerned, the 
mdustry's efficiency is increasing. ' 

(I) Monthly Output per Man Shift. RUM Are". 

1913 
19ZZ 
192 3 
1934 
1925 
1926 
1927:-

January 
February 
Man:h 
April 
May .. 
June •. 
July •. 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

Average Year 

.. "I 

.. I 

.. I 

.. I 

Total employed. 

Kg. 
943 
633 
349 
857 
946 

1~:U4 

1,141 
1,147 
1,127 

,lOS 
1.117 
1,131 
1.122 
1,125 
1,121 
1.134 
1.1S3 
t,lSl 
1,132 

In the mines. i.e., Underground 
not in subsidiary workers 

works. only. 

1913=100 
100.00 

67·13 
37.01 
90.88 

100.32 
1I8.13 

121.00 
121. 63 
119·51 
111. 18 
118,45 
119·94 
u8·98 
II9·30 
Itg·SI 
120425 
In .27 
122:.06 
120·04 

Kg. 
1,161 

814 
471 

1,019 
1,179 
1.314 

1.38 7 
1.393 
1.369 
1.351 
1.314 
1.389 
1.379 
1.381 
1.382 
1.390 
1.412. 
1.410 

1.385 

(The figures produced for the Economic Conference were mis
leading because the most recent were for I<)24 and related only 
to the Dortmund area. The above figures are the Syndicate's 
own.) (See Gliickauf, June 2nd, I<)28.} 

(2} Installation of Machinery. 
According to the report prepared for the Economic Con

ference. in 19I3 only 5 per cent. of the Ruhr coal output was 
got by mechanical means; and in 1<)27 only 49-6 per cent. of the ... 
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output is got by manual labour and blasting. The Gliickauf 
figures illustrate the change. 

No. of Machines Installed. 

[927 in 1927 in 
1913. 1905· 19Z6 . 1927· % of %of 

1925· 1926. 

Hammer drills 1I.656 36.51'2 33.10{ 33.559 - 8.06 + 1·37 
(BCihrhammer) .. 
Drilling maehines 
(Drehbohtmaschinen) 31 2:,618 1.911 1.- -35.06 -14.0 1 

Hammerpicks 
(AbbaubAmmer) · . 217 41.309 45.299 6.4.428 55·g6 +42 .:13 

CoaI-cuttingmachin", 
(Kohlensclmeider) ._ - 366 233 186 -49_18 -20.11 

Conveyors 
(GrosschTammasM 

chinen) · . · . IS 605 470 358 -40 •83 -23.83 

Pillar CouveyOI8 
(SAulenschrammas-
chinen) · . .. 265 866 574 421 .-51.39 -26.66 

Winding engines 
(Sclluttelrutschen-
motonm) · . · - 1~922 7.175 6.461 6~57I - 8-42 .- 1.70 

But not much increase in technical efficiency can be attributed 
to closing down of mines. 

In the first great closing down period (I904 and following 
years) many mines were shut down for natural causes, or else as 
a result of purchase of quotas by larger mines. The mines closed 
down in the post-war period. up to I925, were all exhausted mines 
on the southern border of the coal-field. To what extent 
uneconomic closing down has taken place no figures can suggest. 
No systematic plan has been made for the whole coal-field. 

Mines closed tioum in the RUM Area I<J 1925. 

1923 
19 24 
19O5 
1926 

Total since 1923 
Of th 

13 employing 1.500 
24 u 8,398 
31 35.810 
19 25.293 
81 11 ,000 
I I ~ith 5.778 employees resumed 

working in 1926. 

IS 
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THE EXTENT OF RATIONALISATION IN. THE 
HEAVY INDUSTRIES 

I. EcoNOJlIC PoSmON OF THE RUHR CoAL SEAl( 
The available evidence as to financial and technical efficiency 

is hardly sufficient to determine the exact extent to which the 
industry is working on a non-economic basis. So far as output 
per man shift and installation of machinery are concerned, the 
industry's efficiency is increasing. ' 

(I) MOfIthly OutpuJ per Man Shift. RuIw AreIJ. 

Totalemplayed. 
In the mines. te .. 1 Underground 
not insobsidiary I workers 

works. only. 

Kg. 1913=100 ! Kg. 
1913 943 100.00 1.161 
I9Z2 633 67"3 814 
I9Z3 349 31. 0 "( 41' 
1924 

.. ! 851 90·88 1.019 
'9ZS 946 100·32 Irl79 
I9Z6 I.U. Il8.1] 1.374 
1927:-

January 1.141 121.00 1.381 
February 1,147 121. 63 1.393 
Matth 1.127 119-51 '.369 
April .1°5 1t7·18 1·357 
May .. 1.111 u8'4S 1.374 june .. 1.131 119·94 '.389 
uly 1,122 118.98 1.379 

August 1.125 119·30 1.381 
September I~I27 IY9·51 1.382 
October 1.134 120.25 '.-Nowmber I~I53 122.27 1·41.2 
December .. , 1.151 122.06 1.410 

A_Y"", .. 1,132 120.04 1.38S 

(The figures produced for the Economic Conference were mis
leading because the most recent were for 1924 and related only 
to the Dortmund area. The above figures are the Syndicate's 
own.) (See Gliif;ktn4f. June 2nd. 1928.) 

(2) 1~ of Mtlchinery. 
According to the report prepared for the Economic C0n

ference. in 1913 only 5 per cent. of the Ruhr coal output was 
got by mechanical means; and in 19"7 only 49.6 per cent. of the ... 
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The available statistics of costs of production in the Rhenish
Westphalian coal seam were collected by the Economic 
Ministry in %924, 1926 and November, %927. 

Costs in tMu Ruhr Coal Mines, Nouemb." %927. 

A_cost % of 
potr ton RM. t.otalcoeta. 

Wages · . .. · . · . 6.924 56 .66 
Salaries · . .. · . · . 0.8S8 1.0 2-

Total · . · . .. · . 7.782 63·68 

Wood .. · . · . .. 7.778 6·37 
Iron and metal · . · . · . o~682 5.58 
Dynamite .. · . · . .. 0.169 1·38 
Building material · . · . 0.102 0.83 
Oil and fat · . · . · . 0.015 0.62 
Sundry materials . . · . · . 0.246 2.01 
Steam, Gas, Current · . · . 0.115 0·94 

Total · . · . · . .. 2. 161 11·73 

Social Insmaoce · . .. 1.065 8.71 
Mining accidents .. .. · . 0.129 1.06 
Undertaker's work · . · . 0.193 1.58 
Freights · . · . · . · . 0.052- 0·43 
Tax .. .. · . · . · . 0.608 4·91 
O_head charges .. · . 0.260 2.1) 

Total · . · . · . · . 2·3°1 18.88 

Total I. 2, 3 · . .. 12.256 100.29 
Minus working :receipts .. 0.035 O~29 

TO:!, ":,,ts w~~out ?~preCi~~1 
12.221 100 

The same mines were not investigated on each occasion, so the 
results cannot be used as data for arguments about the progress 
of rationalisation. The three investigated in November, 1927, 

\ produce Z4.87 per cent. of the total Ruhr coal output, 13.9 per cent. 
\ of the coke output; although the proportion is small, the 

\ 
uniformity of conditions in the Ruhr IS such that these ligures 
can be regarded as representative. 
\" These statistics were not regarded as important until ApI'il, 
~-g28, when' the Commission appointed by the Economic 
ML~' try to enquire into .. the present position of Rhenish
We!: tphalian coal mining" used them as a basis for its 
calc 'lations. The Commission was set up for the same reason 
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as the Central German lignite commission-for the same reason as 
the British coal commission-to enquire into the relation between 
prices and wages, though the actual circumstances differed, in 
that wages had been raised under a compulsory arbitration award 
and the minister had refused to sanction a price increase. The 
Commission decided to confine itself to as narrow a sphere as 
possible. ' 

According to the Commission's calculations, wage costs 
amount to 50 per cent. of the total cost per ton, a little more if 
social insurance and salaries were added. (Compare Annex 9 of 
the British Coal Commission's report, p. 293.) They took wage 
rates for granted, as they were obliged to do, and attempted 
to deal with depreciation allowance, a problem of extreme 
difficulty in view of the immense capital investments of recent 
years. and extremely important because it is the only cost which 
varies greatly from mine to mine and the only item for which the 
official calculation is unsatisfactory. The Economic Ministry's 
estimate (x.25 RM. a ton) is no more than an estimate based on 
antiquated conditions. The majority report recommends a rate 
of x.74 RM. per ton of output (coal. coke and briketts) exclusive 
of interest charges. The Commission first attempted to calculate 
the amount to be allowed for depxeciation by acquiring informa
tion as to the cost of sinking new mines and erecting new coking 
piant, but found this method impossible. They then drew up a 
questionnaire. receiving replies from twelve mines, and made a 
thorough investigation into two mines' value of piant and 
allowance for depreciation. For the larger mines (annual output 
x million tons) they arrived at a depreciation figure of r.58 RM. 
per ton total output and for the smaller mines (annual output 
500,000 tons) %.9I RM. per ton total output. The average of the 
two is the allowance recommended. 

Dr. Baade, while approving the general basis of the cost 
calculation, prepared a special report to prove that this figure 

. is too high: he considers that in the instances selected value of 
plant was over-estimated, length of life of plant under-estimated. 
As his own estimate he offers %.04 RM. per ton. Consequently 
the total calculations vary widely: according to the majority 
report. Rubr mines are working with a loss of 27 Pfennig J.>ef ton 
of marketable output (i.e., coal and coke) (a total loss eqUlvalent 
to one-fifth the total British loss, according to the Coal Commission 
report. on half the British output), which with the higher wage 
rate will become x.05 RM. a ton-according toBaade's calculations 
with a profit of 58 Pfennig a ton. Very little light is thrown on 
the position of the Ruhr mining concems (as distinct from the 
mines) chiefly because the Commission. although it examined the 
financial results of the concerns. could not connect them with its 
costs calculations. 
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, 

Majority Minority 
Report. Report. 

HM. HM. 
Costs. acoording to official figures .. '3.64 '3.64 

Tau.tion uotincluded therein .. .. 0·09 0·09 

Costs of accidents not included tl1eMin 0·[5 • 
Depreciation .. .. .. .. 1.74 1.04 

Total Costs .. .. .. IS·W 14.87 

Receipts .. .. .. .. %4.21 14. 21 

Trade Profit .. .. .. .. 0.16 0.16 

Total Receipts .. .. .. .. '4·37 '4·37 

Profit pet ton coke .. .. .. 0.95 0.95 

Profit pet ton briketts .. .. 0.03 0.03 

Total Receipts per ton c:oal. coke, 
briketts .. .. .. .. 15·35 15·35 

=Loss of .. .. .. 0.27 0·S8=Proit 

• The official figuMS allow .'5 HM. which is included in the total costa 
figure. Dr. Baade considets this sufficient and does Dot allow the ... . 1, HM. which the majority reportdoes. 

II. RATIONALISATION IN LIGNITE. 

Lignite cartels work under peculiar conditions, since although 
the total output of lignite increased by 80 per cent. between 1913 
and 1927. the market remained local. The two chief districts, 
the Rheinland and Central Germany, exhibit a striking contrast 
in cartel organisation and exhibit its value and limitations better 
than any other industry. Producers in the Cologne seam work 
under uniform conditions. and being situated on the outskirts of 
the Rhenish-Westphalian area, must compete with RubI coal. 
In the numerous Central German and East Elbe seams conditions 
vary considerably, and the fuel has only feeble rivals in Saxon 
and Silesian coal; its use has been responsible for the principal 
changes of industrial location since the war, indeed for the 
emergence of a new economic unity. comparatively self<ODtained 
and independent of the rest of the Reich to a greater degree than 
any other area. 
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(a) Cent,al Germany. 
Neither the East Elbe area or the Central German area proper 

had fonned cartels of sufficient strength to overcome the great 
hindrances in their way in the previous period. The natural 
difficulties of the wide dispersion of the seams were intensified by 
the policies of the three Bohemian trading firms, Ignaz and Julius 
Petschek and Gebr. Weinmann, which acquired several of the larger 
mines in the early years of the century and caused the dissolution 
of local cartels. (At present the Petscheks own large properties 
in all the lignite seams, but only dominate the East Elbe seam 
where they control the IlseBergbau, a mine producing one-fourth 
of the total output of the area.) 

The present organisations for Central Germany and the 
East EIbe area are compulsory cartels under the coal industry 
law. Neither are syndicates in the correct sense. The Central 
German cartel does not sell coal or briketts or regulate production ; 
it fixes prices but does not compel adherence to them. The East 
EIbe syndicate sells a small portion of its output direct to large 
consumers, but does not regulate production and permits reduced 
prices to meet the competition of Silesian coal (a curious position 
since the Silesian coal syndicate is also a compulsory syndicate 
under the same law). The areas controlled by the two syndicates 
correspond to no geographical or geological division; in both 
areas seams lie far apart and conditions of working vary con
siderably, for instance, in I925 output per man shift in the 
Niederlausitz seam was almost twice as great as in the Frankfort 
seam. In the East Elbe area conditions are rather more unifonn 
because there are only four seams, of which the Niederlausitz is 
far more important than the three on its borders; the Central 
German area has nine. Amalgamation of the two syndicates is 
quite possible, and desirable, since it would reduce cost of 
management, and obviate waste through unnecessary transport. 

So far as rough lignite is concerned the weakness of the two 
cartels is of little consequence since it has only a local market and 
the large consumers own mines.· In the brikett market it is 

• Ownersbip of Mines in % Output:-

C.G<mnany. E. Elbe. Rheinland. 

Brikott.. Coal. Briketis. Coal. Brikotts. Coal. 

Trade . . · . 47·S If 84 46 So 3' 
Chemicals · . 33 4' - - 10 -
Ele<:trical · . 9·7 30 1.8 >3·5 '5 60 
Iron and Ore · . •. 8 I.S 2·7 5.8 13 > 
Glass .. · . - - 4 2 - -
Potash .. .. 0.' s·o - - - -
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injurious, for it pemuts uneconomic production and directly 
promote!! uneconomic marketing. Neither syndicate regulates 
production by fixing quotas, and therefore concerns have no 
inducement to close down inefficient mines. According to an 
official enquiry made in February, 7926, into the costs of pro
duction of fourteen open working mines. in the Central GeIman 
area, eight of the fourteen were .unable to work at a profit at an 
average price per ton briketts per cent. 8.85 RM., the highest 
price reached in the subsequent year, April, 7926, to March, 7927. 
No economies of production can be realised in this, the only 
unorganised branch of the GeIman heavy industry, without an 
instrument in the form of a strong production cartel similar to the 
Rhenish-Westphalian coal syndicate. 

The Schmalenbach commission, which was appointed toenqn1re 
into the possibilities of economising costs in order to offset the 
wage increase which followed the 7927 strike, found that at least 
half the wage increase (estimated at 56 Pt. a ton briketts) could 
be offset by economies in marketing. In the East Eibe area 
briketts pass through the hands of two wholesale traders instead 
of one, a state of affairs due to the preponderance of the Petscheks' 
influence. Only 7 per cent. of the total annual output of briketts 
is supplied by the syndicate direct to large consumers; of the 
remainder one-third each is sold by the syndicates' firms, by the 
works' firms and by the free traders; the independent traders, 
being able to dispose of larger amounts than the quota allotted 
to them allows them to purchase from the syndicate, are obliged 
to buy the rest from the works' trade firms. Under the 1927 scale 
of rebates, the works' firms have an incentive to sell to the smaller 
wholesale traders because, by selling in smaller quantities, they 
forego less of the rebate which they receive from the syndicate. 
Thus the limitation of the free traders' quota and the rebate 
system combine to raise the cost of marketing. $ 

In the Central German area, traders have a less pernicious 
influence because the syndicate does not sell itself and therefore 
does not allot quotas to the free traders and the works' firms. 
The works' firms compete among themselves, without restriction, 
without allocation of markets, without grading or marking the 
widely differing qualities. As the Commission points out, 

• The share of the U works trades firms .. is increasing. 

Share of total Olltput. 1926-1 (Mill. torulI· 1927-8· % 
Syndicate firms .. 4.18 3· 8S -20 
•• WOfko firms .. .. 1.76 3·21 80 

(11) 
F'nle tnule .. 3·94 3·94 
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economies in marketing as well as economies in production depend 
on the existence of a single syndicate strong enongh to control 
the market, an impossibility so long as the Petscheks retain their 
hold over the East Elbe syndicate. The report is striking 
testimony to the value of genuine syndicate organisation, and to 
the failure of compulsory organisation alone, as an instrument of 
rationalisation, but its recommendations have met with opposition 
from the industry and trade. 

(b) The CoZcgne Seam. 
The producers of lignite in the Cologne seam (the deposits 

of which are much larger than those of all the other Gennan seams 
together, though the seam produces only 28 per cent. of the total 
German output) are in a position in all respects the reverse of that 
of other Gennan lignite producers. 

The seam lies between Cologne, Bonn and DUren, and runs 
parallel to the Rhine, about 50 kilometres away from it; it is 
four miles wide by forty-five long. The deposits are very thick, 
usually 20-25 metres, sometimes 6o-zoo metres. In the Rhein
land, lignite is only a minor source of power as it is inferior to 
Central German and East Elbe lignite and far inferior to Ruhr 
coal, and would not be important if conditions of production 
were not extremely favourable and uniform, and if policy of the 
syndicate had not been successful and its management admirable. 
All deposits are accessible by open working, permitting the 
extensive use of machinery, so output per man-shift is far 
higher than in the Central German seams; the discovery of a 
special type of dredging machine during the war is said to have 
reduced costs by 30 per cent. All producers work under the 
same conditions and new mines can be easily opened. Since 
the market is local, it is always threatened by over-production. 
Without a strong syndicate policy, a steady increase in production 
would not have been possible, because mark~t fluctuations would 
have been so great. 

As soon as the mines achieved any importance, in the So's, 
attempts were made to control the brikett market; at the end 
of the go's depression forced two inefiectual organisations to 
combine. The syndicate did not include four works producing 
23 per cent. of the total brikett output, and though that is not a 
high percentage of outsiders, it was too much for a lignite 
association, which must be all-inclusive since new mines can 
be so easily 'opened. In 1902 all the twenty-one works of the 
Cologne seam formed the Braunkohlen Briketts Verkaufsverein, 
G.m.b.H., Kiiln, the oldest established coal syndicate which has 
functioned uninterruptediy. Its first triumph was the purchase 
and closing down of the old mine" Theresia" which an outsider had 
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bought and prepared to work. At an early age it began to compete 
with the Ruhr coal syndicate in the South German, market and 
resisted the coal syndicate's attempts to incorporate it. It has 
been successful because it has solved two problems which confront 
the heavy industry: it has regulated self-consumption and 
subdued the wholesale traders. But the real cartel problem
restriction of output-has never troubled it. 

It has only been able to regulate self-consumption because it 
does not control the production. of raw lignite, not because concern 
consumption is unimportant. Fifty-four per cent. of the 
syndicate's total output is produced by the two great firms; 
Roddergrube A.G. (four works) and the Rheinische A.G. fUr 
Braunkohlen-und Brikettfabrikation (ten works). Three smaller 
concerns, an Interessengemein:schaft of three firms with the 
works of the I.G. Farben Industrie, and the concern of the 
Horrero Brikettfabrik, have quotas of 7.5 per cent., 5.5 per cent. 
and4.5 percent.; the remajnjngz8.5 per cent. is divided between 
twenty-one companies whose shares run from 0.94 per cent. to 
3.4 per cent. All the large concerns have connections with 
consumers who take all their rough lignite output. More than 
half of the Rheinland's electrical power supply is produced by 
five great stations using lignite as their chief form of fuel.· 
During and after the war, other iodustries secured supplies of 
raw lignite, the dye branches of the chemical industry, anitrate 
factory at Grevenbroich and an electro-steel works at Bonn. 
The market for rough lignite cannot be controlled by the 
the vertical nor has it attempted to control it since x923, since 
syndicate connections of the producers absorb all their pro-
duction. . 

The market for briketts is wider, and the syndicate fixes a 
seif-consumption figure for the supply of mines' own needs, 
though not for the needs of undertakings which have only agree
ments with mines and are not their property. When the 
syndicate began, 80 per cent. of its total output was exported : 
the increase of export was one of its chief objects. By x9I3 the . 

• The shares of the Berggeist mine came into the p05sessitm o-f the 
Rheinische WestphAlis<:he ElektrizitAts GeseIlscbaft which had previously 
used only hard coal, in 1906 and 1911; when in 1913 its supplies "Wen! 
insufficient, StiDnes made a loog term contract with Roddergrube to supplY 
thegreatGoldenburgworks; in 11)21 theR. W.E. took over the management 
of Roddergruhe, much against the wishes of ROOdergrube', shareholders. 
The two Fortuna StatioDS~ and the Zukunft Station have been the creation 
of tho lignite industry itself. In 1910. the Rheinische A.G .• fi1r Braunkohlen 
Bergbau.uud Brikettfabrikation constructed the Fortuna I. power station 
in Cologue~ and in lC}U agreed with the municipal authorities to supply it 
with current; the second Fortuna station they finished in 1922, as the 
first station &lone c:ould not supply.all the Cologne current. The Zukunft 
station was completed by the Braunkohlen Industrie A.G., Zukunft in 
1913, to supply tho Aachen district. 



export market was relatively unimportant; the syndicate had 
created a new inland market for itself without assistance from the 
traders whom it had brought completely under its control. The 
syndicate has not attempted to include the traders as the coal 
syndicate has done, or to set up its own selling organisation 
because it has no need to do so; it divides its market into 
sixty-two districts, each pf which is shared by several traders 
who may not-and do not-sell outside their own district-an 
arrangement which survives from the fuel shortage period when 
it was desirable to distribute fuel supplies as evenly as pussible ; 
its present object is to enable traders to consider the needs of 
their own district. The trader may not make exclusive contracts 
or allow his customer bonuses, lest he should acquire a monopo
listic position; for itself the syndicate has no such fears and will 
not allow him to sell lignite produced by firms not members of 
the syndicate. The penalties for breaking the syndicate's rules 
are heavy, but they are rarely broken, for though severe, 1hey 
are unifonn. 

The syndicate is a compulsory organisation under the Coal 
Industry law. But wouldcontinueto exist if the law were repealed. 
It is one of the best established organisations in Germany today, 
but since its strength has never been tested by the necessity of 
reducing output, it cannot be regarded as a model for other 
cartels. 

m. THE PROBLEM OF RIH)RGANISATION IN THE ROLLING STOCK 

BRANCHES. 

Even before the war the railway waggon industry was only 
occupied to 80 per cent. of its capacity, but in the war and post
war period, as a result of the great construction programme 
undertaken by the Reichsbahn, it doubled its production capacity; 
by 1923 there were seventy works in the branch against forty 
before the war. Since the sudden reduction of the Reichsbalm's 
orders caused by stabilisation, the industry existed for four 
years in a state of crisis, which attempts at organisation did not 
succeed in relieving. In 1926 eight of the larger firms began 
to negotiate for fusion: Linke Hofmann and the Gothaer 
Waggonlabrik in Uerdingen set up a study company to investigate, 
which found that fusion was not desirable (previously the only 
organisation had been two loose price conventions) but recom
mended as an alternative an association to the members of 
which the Reichshahn shonld allot quotas. This the Reichsbalm 
agreed to. do, on the condition that the thirty members of the 
association should .. rationalise" their methods of production: 
but not a single attempt at rationalisation was made by any firm 
during the first years of its existence. Two groups crystallised 
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among the members: the Western group,. amalgamated in 
October, I927, and the Eastern groupt in May, I928. Fusion is 
not likely to take place between the South German works which 
are departments of larger concerns. The Western trust is 
over-capitalised; experts consider that for evay I per cent. 
Reichsbahn quota half a million RM. capital is sufficient; the 
trust has a capital of II Mill. RM. and a quota of I3i per cent., 
i.e .• about 830.000 RM. for every I per cent. The same must 
apply to the Eastern group. which will control 25 per cent. of the 
Reichsbahn's orders, with a capital of 30 Mill. RM .• but no exact 
calculation can be made because the fusion was carried through 
by Linke-Hofmann. a general engineering firm. raising its capital 
and exchanging shares with the other two. 

The problem in the locomotive branch is even more acute. 
The number of locqrnotives constructed for the home and foreign 
market declined from 4.052 in I9I3 to 615 in I926, having reached 
5,370 in Ig2I under the influence of inflation. The Reichshahn's 
orders for locomotives have declined to a greater extent even 
than its orders for carriages, on account of technical changes
adoption of the through brake, re-organisation of repair shops, 
and the decline of passenger traffic. In addition the branch has 
lost all its export markets. Organisation to restrict output is 
even more difficult than for the carIiage makers, for all the works, 
with one exception. are departments of large firms: trustification 
is impossible even if a trust could include so many as twenty 
works. Since the expiry of the contract of the association-;!ever 
very strong-in 1927, the branch has been unorganised. Had 
the waggon builders' association been successful. the locomotive 
branch might have attempted something similar. As it is, no 
effort was made to improve the situation beyond the petition 
presented to the Reichswirtschaftsmin;ster by four leading firms. 
The petition suggests that the Government should grant a credit 
of 50 Mill. RM. to the Reichshahn for new orders to be allotted 
among the larger works, and that it should give financial assist
ance to the smaller works which would receive no orders to enable 
them to convert their works to other branches of machine 
construction. The minister refused the petition on the ground 
that special credit facillties would ouly provide artificial and 
temporary relief and postpone real re-organisation. Subsequently 

• The Wes.tem. group consists of: 
Waggonfabriken von der Zypen & Charlier iJ> KCIn. Dnseeldorfer 

Eisel1balmbedarf, Killinger & Sohn. 
It ..... expoc:ted that other Drna would job> ....d briAr the truat·. quota 

up to 20 per ceD.t.~ but ill J a.nua.ry. 19a8~ this had. not talum place. 
t The Eaot .... group includes , 

Linke Hofmann in Breslau. Busch in BauUen. SAchsischea 
Waggonlabrik, Werdau. 

, i 
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several specialisation contracts accompanied by restriction of 
output have been made, one of which will be accompanied by 
amalgamation. 

Other branches faced by the same problem have been able 
to solve it by amalgamation because producers in each branch 
are few. Three large boiler-making firms amalgamated in 
September, I9z7, with the assistance of Demag. The boiler tubes 
branch made plans for a similar amalgamation at the beginning 
of I9Z6, which it abandoned in the middle of I927 when revival 
seemed to diminish the necessity. The threefumsmanufacturing 
ore-dressing machinery amalgamated in November, r927, forming 
the Aufbereitungs A.G. in Essen. 

IV. RATIONALISATION CARTELS. 

Specialisztion by cartels is possible but not usqal, and is 
very rare, if the number of members exceeds three or four. The 
typical agreement is signed by two or three producers, rarely by 
all manufacturers of the branch. If there are more than three 
or four members, thorough specialisation is bound to entail 
financial loss for some firms, which must be made good by a scheme 
of profit-sharing, equivalent to loss of financial independence. 
The object of the following list is to estimate as exactly as possible 
the prevalence of agreements of this kind and to snggest reasons 
for their success in certaln branches. 

Specialisation Agreements. 

Branch, No. Date. I 
I. Machine Tools 3 of 3 In throo branches, boring machines, 

and Mechani linn. tuminglath ... andmillingmachin ... 
cal Tools each. groups of three firms have success. 

fully apeciaUsed by agreemeute. 
Other groupe of firms in the same 
branches have advaneed no further 
than uegoti&tioos. Branch after 
branch reports failure to achieve 
organisation of any kind. 

Wood·work- 1 19 2 4 The firm Maschi.a.enbau. Balcke A.C. 
ingmacbinos in Bochum agreed with several 

North German door and window 
glass manufacturers to standardise 
and modernise their works, and to 
take over their aalo of products, 
purchase and distribution of raw 
material. 



Branch. 

II. Textile 
macl>in .. 

V. Diesel motors 

VI. Pumps 

VIII. Mechanical 
Transport 

IX. Envelopo 
machines 
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Specialisation Agreements. 

No. 

Several 
-2 

6 

Date, 

1923 .. Unionmatex_" Five firms (now 
increased to fourteeo) agreed to 
specialise. No cenbal management 
and therefore no compensation or 
profit equalisation: has oDly por
tiaIly specialised. The Cenbal 
bureau acted at first as au ofiic:ial 
for information: now undertakes 
sales for certain area aDd partially 
for export; advertises, and cost is 
shared by members. 

1921 The Motorenwerke Mannheim vorm. 

._& 
'927 

0"" 
before 
war; 
one 
1925 

1917 

Benz bad made three 10_
gemeinschaften with three com~ 
pames for specialisation on certain 
kinds of Diesel motors. 

Three agreements hetw_ three 
groups of firms 3 and 2, for 
specialisation. 

The -pre-war agreement wag signed 
by several finns., for thorough 
specialisation. with trustee to super
vise. The 1925 agreement signed 
by two firms fo< specialisation. 

VOIband dootscber KuveItmaschi
nen-fabrikaDten. In this small 
bIunch (400 workers) tho 6"" firms 
have been able to carry out com
plete specialisation by c:artelagtee
ment under peculiar circumstances. 
Their market is in fact guaranteect 
for the incentive to organisation 
came from. their eonsumers. the 
envelope makers' association. 
which threetoned to. boycott tho 
machine-makers and manufacture 
machines on their own account if 
the machine-makers coutinued to 
sell to the outsiders of the associa
tiOD. A reciprocal cont:raet was 
made in 1913 under which the 
envelope-makers guaraateed to the 
machiJle...makers a volume of orders 
equal to the a_ of the three 
pIOVious years. The guataDtee 
clause is no longer in :force but the 
effect of the contract has been to 
secure the market to the maChine.. 



Branch. 
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Specialisation Agreements. 

No. Date. I 
manufacturers, while it has not 
checked the delivery of machines to 
non-members of the envetopo. 
makers' association. who take -about 
30 per cent. of the machine associ· 
ation's output. The machine
makers· association has only two 
outsiders~ one unimportant, the 
other Winkler and Dunnebier. man
ufacturing a special machine for 
mass production: the latter are 
permitted to supply the enwIcpe
makers under & special contract 
and negotiatioDs to draw it into the 
cartel are in progress. 

AB a ..... It of the specialisation 
contract made in 1911~ each firm 
now manufactures three or four 
machines in&teacI of twenty .. 
before; prices have not increased 
anything !ike in proportion to tho 
increase in prices of raw material 
and costs have _ reduced by 
about 30 per cent. Clearly the 
&ucce&& of the opeciaIisation pr0-
gramme is due to the exceptionally 
strong position of the manufac.. 
ture,. compared with that of their 
consumers. 

1920 The Vereinigung deutscher Druck
maschinen developed from a trade 
8850Ciation and began to act as & 

cartel. fixing prices and term.. in 
1920; unlike other .cartels in this 
branch its activities W8Ie not 
disturbed by the events of 1924 and 
1925. but in 1926 it was a.t last 
obliged to relax its regolationo 
which were reinforced ill 1927. 
There are a few important out.
siders responsible for (,..1 per cent. 
of tho total German output. 

Rationalisation in this branch 
moana standaroisation rather than 
specialisation. Attempts have _ 
made by its Dine grou~ whieh 
have fo< the moot part failed. 
Standardisation of machines must 
be pn><eded by s_aroisatiou of 
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Specialisation Agreements. 

No. 

6 

DatA>. 

Dec.. 
1925 

parts. which the indU8try regards 
as impossible. because sta.uda.rdisa-o 
tion 18 opecia.lly diflioult for the 
large firms which should take the 
lead. because they oonstrnct larS. 
macbin.e& of very dUlerent types. 

Only one group. the lithographic 
machine-makeTs, has succeeded at 
a specialisatioll cartel and was 
instituted as such. It! six mem· 
hers DOW manufa.ctnre only two or 
three typeo of machine (instead of 
in one case forty-eight) and output 
is restricted. The specia.lisa.tiOD 
contract was accompanied by a 
compensation fund and fairly 
elaborate regula.tiODs which h&vo 
worked well. The exceptional 
success of specialisation in this 
branch is due to the increasing 1188 
of the offset machine which hu 
gradually been displacing the 
lithographic type since the -.; 
manufacturers were obliged to limit 
their output and specla1isa.tion 
was a convenient accompaniment. 
Further. the usual risk of specialiaa
tiOD is absent because all firms but 
one manufacture other printing 
machines., Successfulspecia1isation 
in a permanently dept sled branch 
is uneommon. 

Another group. the Verhand 
deutscher RotatiODsmaschinenfabrika.n_. has achieved a high 
degree of organisation unaccom
panied by specialisation. 0.. ac
count of the large size of the 
machines the manufacturers found 
it desirable to stabilise employment 
by pooling OMets. Consumers 
object to this arrangement alleging 
that orders given to one factory ant 
transferred to another without their 
consent and executed on di1Iezent 
linea. In consequence of the com
plaints made by them before the 
Enquete-A_U88 the group 
abandoned the pooling arrange
ments and substituted for it a 
sy.tem of output control. 
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Speciali&atiOIl Agreements. 

Branch. No. Date. 

X. Refrigeralzmo '.3 1921 Bor.rig .... d MaImosnwm specialioe 
and cooling in certain branches. 
plants 

~schj~fabrik Augsburg NOm· 
berg. Maschinenfabrik Essling1eD. 
and the Linde concern specialise. 
There....., fortytofifty firms engaged 
in this branch, but these five firms 
dominate the industry. 

XI. Casting 3-4 1919 or Specialisation and central sales. 
machines 1920 
Electro- 3 ? Specialisation and central sal ... 
technical 
Furnace 3 1928 Demag. Central GeIman Steel 
Construction Works and Martin a: Pagenstecker 

in KOIn founded a holding Company 
to re-OIgaIlise their plant. 

V. INVESTMENT IN THE HEAVY INDUSTRY, %927. 

Loan. 

Germ .... y: 
Kl6ckn .. 40 Mill. RM. 

1926 

Holland, 
S Mill. Lf. 

1921 

Hoosch-KolD- Germany: 
Neuessener 18 Mill. RM. ~ 
BergworksveIein 1926 

Share issue. 

20 Mill. RM. 
Dec., 1927 

3' Mill. RM. 
1928 

Purpose. 

New steel works at 
Haspe. cement works at 
Osnabrllck, new Thomas 
furnaces. 

Synthetic nibate enter
prises with whicb potash 
interests are connected. 

Modernisation of steel 
works and rolling mills. 
construction of new 
blast fumace as substi· 
tute for three existing 
ones. with object of 
installing plant for the 
continuous use of blast 
mrnace gas and a central 
power supply for the 
Dortmund plant: 1'8. 
organisation of . the 
finishing works to deal 
with. & larger proportion 
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Gtttehoffnungs
hutte (Hamel) .• 

Mannesmaun .. 

Krupp 
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U.S. 7. Mill .• 
Nov., 192-5. 
~iMill .• 
Feb., 1926. 

U.S., 
S Mill .• 

1926 

Share issue. 

44 Mill. HM. 
1921 

Govt. loan of 20 Mill. RH. 
8.5 Mill. RH. 1928 

U.S. 10 Mill.' 
1925 

60 Mill. $ 
1927 

9 Mill. HM. 
profi ts in
vested in 
addition to 
loan. 

Pa~. 

of the semi-_ 
steel. Thirty I10W coke 
furnaces at Ka_hl 
II. mine~ a DeW coking 
plant a.t its Emscher 
shafts and additiOllS to 
the coking plant at 
A1tessen. Pat<mts taken 
out for a Dew steel pro
ceaa for direct produc
tion from ore. 

Enlargem8l1t of blaet 
furn.aces; couatruction 
of cement works at 
Oberhaustm. 

New eok:ing plant and 
blaet _ at Hllck
ingen. which will make 
it a complete vertically 
iotegrated COIlcem. 

18 Mill. HM. of tbe 1921 
issue paid off American 
loan. Govt.loangnmted 
to retaio property in 
MOIO<eO. 

Complete te-orgam.a
tion. 
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Diss. Berlin. 

Rothschild. Di. sUdd ... tsc1le BautmlJoUind1UJrie, I922. 
Debn. R. German Cotton Industry, 1913 .• 
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BOrger. Die Han/spin_ei und SeiWwaren/alwikalion mit 
B~ng tler HanjwerkeFiJssen Immenstadt, z92S. 

Willms, M. Zu" Frage tler Rohsloffversorgung tler deulsclun Juu-
Industrie, zgzo. 

Kirchner. Die Barmen-T eztilindustrie, IgzI. Diss. BerHn. 
Schneider. Apaldaer Wi"Rwarenindusme, 1922. Dis&. Berlin. 
Hoin. Die YogtUindische Spitz ..... und Stiekerei-Indusm., 1922. 

Diss. Berlin. 
Taute. N ... organisotion im deulsehen Handel mit tkn Rohsloff ... 

der Teztilintlustri., 1927. Diss. Berlin; 
U.S. Department of Commerce. Cotton Waste Industry a/Eastern 

Saxony: Special Bulletin No. 489, Z9z6. 
Enquete-Ausschuss. I Unterausschuss. 3 Arbeitsgruppe. 

III Tell. EntwicAlungslimen tler industrieUen und gtfJlerb
Uclun KarleIIu...ng. III Textilindustrie. 

CIaren, C. Denkschrift /Vr den A usscbuss--fiber die Yerbtintle tler 
deulsclun T .ztilveretllungsindustrie. (Privately circulated), 
1927. 

Reports and Articles of Association of many cartels, chiefly 
confidential, in. the library of the Institut fUr Weltwert
schaft, Kiel. 

WeishaupI, M. ZfJlei wossllandelskarldle der Teztilbranche, z924. 
vonBeckerath. Die Karle1k der Ileutsclun SeitlcnfJleberei-Industrie, 

I9:rI. 
Munehan, K. Die Bedeutung der KapitaJkonzentration in tler 

deutsclun BaumfIIOllindustri.. Halle, x922. Diss. BerHn. 
Gadcke, C. W. Die F. H. Hammers ... A.G. Wmburg, Xgz3. 

Diss. BerHn. 
Harder .. Di. Konzem/n7dung i .. tler Teztilindustri.. Gottingen, 

IgzS. Diss. BerHn. 
I.G. Hammersen Dierig. Karlell Rundschau. S. zgz6. 

wsen. Organisation und Finanz/ag. tler Teztilktmzeme, Win
schaftsdienst, I6th December, :r927. 

(vi) . Machi ... Consm.ction. 

Enquete Ausschuss. I Unterausschuss. 3 Arbeitsgruppe. 
EntwicAlungslinien der industriellen und gefJlerbliclzm 
Karlellu...ng. 1 Maschinenban. 

Miillensiefen. Karle1k als PI'Otl .. ktWns/fmlenr, Zgz7. 
Kruspi. GtgenfJIan .. nd ZURunft tler tleutsclun M aschinmintiustrie. 

1926. 
Ahrens. Di. i/eutsdy Lantimaschinmindustrie, Igz6. 
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Schulz-Mebrin. Spezialisieovng!- und V.,kaufs-gerMimcltajten 
im Maschinenb4u, V.D.M.A.., Berlin, I921. 

FOnkning tW Leistungsfiihigluil d., Maschi_ und 
A. j>pas'ateindustrie durch ihre F aehU.,biinde. Berlin. I926. 

ProtluktJonswjrlschajtliche Z_mmemchliiss. im Maschinen-
batl und flM'fIJandten Zweig .... Berlin. 1:928. . 

Records and annual reports of the V.d.M.A. at Berlin office. 
Maschi-w.. ..... rlschaft (V.d.M.A. periodical). 

(vii) Papn. 

Production. Dej>arlmelll of Commerce Reports. Vol. III, I926, 
p.2I. 

PulP and pap., Industry of Gnmany. Also Vol. I for 
March 29th. I9z6. 

Wirlschaft .. nd Statistik No. EZ, I921. 
Institut fiW Konj .. nkt",forschtlng, NO.4. 1:926. 

Export. W'rlscluiftsditnst, r7th June, I!l21; 30th Sept., %921; 
7th Oct .• 1:921. 

FunjundZ1JJ4nzSg Jahre Druckpapi., V.,band, I925. 
Staudt. m. StandorlsvlaJrl tW deutschen Papimndustrie. Berlin. 

Diss. Berlin, I926. 
Freitag. Entwicklvng d., Rohsloffv.,so,gung an deutschenPapin

industri.. Diss. Berlin. I922. 
te Neues. Di. Grundlag. an deutschtn Papinatlsjuhr _ .. nd 

""'" dsm Kneg.. Diss. Berlin, I925. 
Salzmann. Die Papierindustrie. I9u. 
Strohmeyer. Die ",at:hsend. Bedeutung tW T,tmSportkosltm in tW 

Papinindustri •• .. nter Bricksichtigung des Herzog/ ...... 
Baden. J ahrbuch fiW N atiOftlllolumom" .. nd Statistik. 
1:908• 

Statistical Yearbook. r926, and reports of Verband d. deutsche 
Papieriabrikanten-confidential. 

(viii) Organisation for Export. 

International market for this group of industries in Wirlschafts-
diend : 

28th July, I927: Pottery. 
18th November, I921: Glass. 
24th June, I921: Clocks. 
6th January. 1928. 28th July and 13th May, 1927: Leather 

and Shoes. 
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. :u$1 October, 1927: Musical Instruments. 
8th July, 1927: Pianos. 
14th October, 1927: Toys. 
U. S. Department of Commerce reports provide some infonna

tionabout this group. 

Tromel. W. Karlell .. ndp"eisl>ild .. ngintkf>~GucMn
.. nd L .. _-Ponelllmind .. sb'i4, 19Z6. 

Versh6fen. Die Lage del' ~ PonelUmindustm in den 
jalwen, 1925. 1926 and Anfang. 1927; I927. 

Fillman. Komeme .. nd Karlell. Wellwirlscllaftlic/us A,wo., 
I925. (LSE.) 

Dienemann. Kam tkf> RohsIoffe find SIrmd;wte tkf> deutscllm 
Glasindflstm, I927. 

Die GJas-Industrie .. Das G~Trade periodicals. 
Dienstag. Die deutsche Uhrenindustrie. IgIO. 

Wirlscloaftsdimsl. Concentration in the Clock Industry. 
September 9th, 1927. 

Link. Die Lederindustrie, I913. (LSE.) 
Trier. Die Lederindustrie. I909-
Hanger. Die Musikinstrumentindustrie, 19I9. Industrial 

census results in Wirtschaft und Statistik No. II. I927. 

(ix) Building M atnials. 
Enqu!te-Ausschuss: I Unterausschuss. 3 Arbeitsgruppe. II 

Tell: E1ItuIicklungslinien del' ind ... triellm find C-b
licIun Karlelliet'fltog. II Baustoffindustrie, I928. 

KUhn, G. Di. ZUlUfNin4ustm. 1927. 

(x) OtAer I ndflstms. 

Electrotechni<:al : 
Enqu@teAusschuss. Sub-committee I, group 3. Wandlungen 

in den Reclots/_. Section Sb. A.E.G. and Siemens. 
Eisfeldt. 1)ie Karlelliet'fltog tkf> deulsche EJektroindustm. 
Beama. Trusts and Combi .... in the Eledriul 1nd..."". 

Food: 
Liefmann. KarleIle .. nd Komeme. 7th Edition, p. 277 (beer). 
-M "Cuin tkf> W Irlscllaft, 7th April, x6th June, x927. Grain 
.. milling. 
WirlsclIa/ldietlSl. zzst Jan.., 1927. Sugar. 
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III. LEGISLATION. 

(i) The Decree itself. 

Blum. w..1fllziige des __ dewlschen Kartellredlts, :l:9Z40 
Flechtheim. Die reehlliche GnlfIIilage tier Kartelle, :1:923. 

--, 

Die KutllligNng des G.m.h.H. Kartell. Kartell Rutulscllau, ;[927. 
Isay. Shuli ... im privaten utlll 6ffmtlichen Kartellncht, 1924. 
Tschierschky. Probleme tier Karle1laufsicltt, I923. . 

Die Patentgemeinschaft ,m Diensu des KarleUged4nkens, :1:922. 
lsay-Tschierschky. Kartell_dnung, :1:924. 
Lehnich-Fischer. Das Karlellgeselz, 1924. 
Giinther. Kartell i" F_ W1I reehtsfdhigen Yerei", I920. 
Geiler. Gesellschaftliche Organisalionsf_, I922. 
Caro. Die KarleUgmcAtspra:<'" utlll iM' AUSIIIirkungen, 7926. 
Lehnich. O. Kartellutlll Staat. 1928. 

Simpson. L_ of Englatul in rekUion to monopoly, L_ 
Quamrly Review. Oct •• :1:925. 

Koch, F. Gnlndziige des englischen KarlelWedIts, I927. 
Sanderson. Restraim of Trade. ;[926. 

(iIl GovmsmenI Policy. 

On compulsory organisations. the works on coal and potash 
provide plenty of information. There are one or two special 
books : 

Thoenes.Zwmgssyntiikale im Kohlenbergbau. 1922. 
Bruns. Eisentllirlschajtsbutlll, :1:922. 
Musold. O'ganisaticn tier Kali",irlschaft. :1:925. 

On the price reduction campaign. the Kartell Rundsch.au for 
I925 contains many articles and summaries of press discussion: . 

Woerner. K. Pretsniveau utlll YerbilligNngsaktionen in 
DNlschlatlll ",ilweM d. JaM ... I924-25. Berlin, I927. 

On plural voting shates. report of the yd group of the :l:st 
sub-committee of the Enquete Ausschuss contains memoranda 
and discussion. 

Wand/ung ... i" den Redltsf_ tier Einzelunternehmung ... 
utlll Konzome, :1:928. 

Statistics of Plural voting shates. Wirlschaft utlll SlIllislik 
No. :1:4, I927; I928. 

For negotiations of Jurists' Conference in August. :1:928. see 
Kartell Rutulscllau Nos. II atlll n. I9\l8. 
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IV. THEoRY. 

Liefmann. Karlelk utul T,..sts. X924. 
KarleIk, KonzeNIIJ atul T,..sfs. X927. 

von Beckerath. Kl'iijte. Zideutul Gestaltungen. X924. 
Tschierschky. Z"" Ref_ de1' ltulustriekat1elle. X92:£. 
Liiffier, W. Die moderne Konzemierung, X925. 
Schmitt-Schowalter. Konzms utul KuIell, x926. 
Kestner. Der OJ'ga"'SlltioKszwang. (New edition. revised Leh. 

nich), X927. 
Saitzew, M. Horizontal utul Verlikal (Kieler Vortrage), x927. 
Wiedenfeld. K. GegentHrlsfragen itulwstrieller o.ganistdion. (A 

lecture given in x924. published in x927, with his C.E.I. 
paper.) 

Gett.erbepolilik, X928. 
Lederer, E. Mtmo1>oJe utul KonjfI .. ktur, in VUrlelsjaJws1lejte ;rur 

KonjfInkturjOf'schung. Erg3nzungsheft 2, X927. 
C.E.I. Papers by Wiedenfeld. de Rousiers. Macgregor. Cassel. 

Hirsch. 

Tbe x927 controversy stimulated many articles. of which the 
more interesting are : 

Hirsch in Berliner TagebJa#. 7th July, %927. 
vonBeckerathin WirtsclJajtsdiensl. 29th JulY.l:927. 
Tschierschky in Wirtschajtsdiensl. Sept., x927. 
Liefmann, D~ Oktmomist. zxst July; 27th October. 

Kulell RutulsclJau. x, X928. 

B. STAT1STICAL MATERIAL. 
(i) Combination. 

C/IfICe1'IIS.-Konume, Interessengemeinschaften und ihnliche 
Zusammenschliisse im Deutschen Reiche Ende, X926. Einzel
schrift zur Statistik des Deutsche Reichs. 

This publication was compiled from information either 
obtained from the concerns themselves or collected from the 
press. It refers only to the financial connection of share 
companies and does not include all of them. Material is so 
arranged that share capital of concerns cannot be added, since in 
many cases capital of the holding company and of the subsidiary 
company are both inserted-: nor is it clear how much this takes 
place as a result of total interest of the holding company being 
unknown . 

• nus fault is _ted by a calculation in Wimd4ft _ S<oIimi. 
No. 3. 19"8. 
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CMtels.-The Statisches Reichsamt has much information of 
which nothing is published but the numbers (incomplete) of 
associations in each industry, under the headings .. Reichsver
biinde" and .. Landes-und Bezirksverbiinde" occupied (x) with 
economic questions only (i.e~, not trade organisations), (2) with 
special economic questions only (the cartel proper), (3) with 
economic and labour questions (not necessarily cartels at all). 

These resnlts are published in Statislisches J alwbuch fVY lias 
DeulscJu Rnch, 1927, p. 510, and in Jahrbuch tkr B .... f....,bti1lde 
im D ... lscMn Reiche, A ... gabe, z927. SotUleYheft .... m R.ichs-
A,beilsblalt No. 36 .. 

(il) Size, NumblY atul Locaticn Df U1IIlerlakings. 

Wimchaft atul Sta/is/ih, 1927, NO.4 and No. 16, first results 
for the Empire of the BetriebszaIJlung of 1925. For difficulties of 
comparison with 1907 resnlts see W. and S., 1926, No. 16, p. 572. 

This census is the first since the war: the results hitherto 
(December, 1927) published use the pre-war unit to define the 
undertaking. The last pre-war census for which results are 
published, x907; used methods so different that comparison with 
it is not possible. The 19x3 census results, if they are ever 
published, probably wonld provide a basis for comparison. The 
complete 1925 census will use a threefold classification, i.e., as 
well as OrllicJu Einheit,techtsische and wimchajtlicJuEinheit. The 
last classification will resemble the American ., Central office n 

classification (see Thorpe. Integration of Itul ... WW ot>n::l 
and will, therefore, give direct information about com . 
management. 

The onlyan_al statistics are those published by the Gewerbe
aufsicht authorities (factory inspectors). These refer to about 
80 per cent. total number of establishments: up to 1920 they did 
not include establishments employing under ten workers; since 
then they do not include establishments employing less than 6ve. 
They only include power-using establishments. 

Locali .... - The material used by all writers on industrial 
location since the war is Die A,beiterverleilung in deY d ... lschen 
Itulusm •• 1')22 and I924. not comparable with census resnlts. 

(ill) Producti .... 
Monthly Dfficial statistics are issued for production of coal, 

coke and by-products, lignite and by-products, potash, pig iron. 
steel works and rolling mills products. other metals. and sulphuric 
acid. These are available in Wimchaft atul Statistik each month. 
and in the V ierlelsjahrshefle and the year book for the annual 
results. 
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The coal, lignite, potash, iron and steel syndicates also 
publish statistics of monthly output and employment which are 
avaiIable in GliickauJmonthly. 

The Pr04vktions.,hebungen are censuses taken originally for 
tariff-making and military purposes of the volume and value of 
the annual output of certain industries. The first, taken in 18g8 
for the 1902 tariff, was the widest in range, including mining, iron, 
chemicals, rubber, celluloid, cement" pottery, glass, paper, some 
branches of textiles, leather, tobacco and starch, women's and 
children's clothing. The I907 census only included the more 
important branches. The results of the I9I3 census are not yet 
published. Thus, there are avaiIable, so far as pre-war official 
statistics are concerned : 

Mining: Continuous since 1860, modernised I913. 
Chemicals: x8g8, X907 for cokery products and sulphuric 

acid. Annual for potash since 1860. 
Textiles: Cotton, x907; worsted, z897. 19Q7-8-9; linen. 

x9Q7-8-g. ' 
Power-driven vehicles: 1901-3-6-ro-XI-12. 
Leather: 1:8gS-1910. 
Food Industries: x907. 

Therewas never a general oensus. except in Bavaria in' 1913. the 
results of which were not published. 

These were resumed in 1925 and 1:926; results are available 
for : 

Textiles': Wirlschaft and Statmik, 1927-9. worsted washing 
and combing, worsted spinning; 1917. cotton-spinning ; 
1918, jute; 1:921:, lIax-spinning; 1922, hemp; and 1928. 
jute. So far as method is concerned these are comparable 
with the pre-war results, but offer no indication as to the 
effect or loss of territory (which affects cotton results most 
seriously). Provide information as to prevalence of 
commission work and integration of processes. value of 
raw materials. 

Electrical Power: 1925-6. 
Leather: 1925-6. 
Power-driven vehicles: 1925-6. 
Estimates of the total value of Gennan industrial production 

are made by Hirsch in article in 51n1kttwlllMllilungmlkr v-tsche# 
Yolkwirlschaft and in ViemJsjahrshejU __ KmljunktvrJ"'schvng 
2 and 3. 1927; of value of textile production before the war by 
Kertesz, DU TexliUfldustri. sitmilff:lur 51_. 1917. of the 
proportion of output exported in V.erlelsjalwsheJIe "'"' Konjsmk
Itw/",schung 3, 1928. 
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AssocialiDf< Statistics have made great progress in the last 
few years. Most of these are collected for the purpose of business 
forecasting. 

Enginurinc.-The Verein deutsche Maschinenbauanstalten 
alone of the great industrial associations collects statistics of 
costs. orders received, employment and output and publishes 
some of its results, together with information as to the size of 
lirms. fusions. carte1 formation. 

M;"'nc.~e small association, the VereinfUr die bergbau
lichen Interressen Niederschlesiens. has very complete material as 
to costs, output per head, stocks, output. Other syndicates output 
and output per head only. 

Pa~.-The Central Association collects output statistics for 
paper. pasteboard. wood pulp, cellulose, rags, circulates them 
among Its members and supplies the Institut fUr Konjunkturfor
schung with data which are not published. 

T.stiles.-Certain textile associations supply the Institut fUr 
Konjunkturforschung with data for its production index, not 
published. One or two collect figures for forecasting purposes. 

PottMy.-The cartel has collected statistics since %922. These 
are available in Vershofen: Di. Lag. del' tku/schon Pondlan
itldvstrN in tlmjaMmIg25, I926 .. tId Anlanc I927, very complete 
information as to costs, output, employment, utilisation of 
capacity. -

The retail traders and the association of -consumers' c0-

operative societies (Edeka) have collected statistics of turnover 
for the last three years. 

In some industries no figures, either official or private, are 
available, chemicals being the outstanding example., The 
Gennan association prepared the estimates of world production 
fO(' the Economic Conference; the only other figures for Gennan 
output appear in the U.S. Department of Commerce reports, 
the source being presumably the reparation authorities. The 
D.O.C. reports are the only SOurce of information for glass and 
clock manufacture. 

(iv) Balance Shuts 01 Shar. Companies. 

The Balance Sheets for Gold Mark conversion and year 1924 Is 
are summarised in V ierlelsjaMshefto ... , Statislik ties tkulsdlen 
&ichs, No. IV of I926. Includes about two-thlrds of all share 
companies. 

Aron, A. Die KapitaltJel'tiu.r..ng'" tloulscher AktUngesell
schafton naeA d .... Krieg., 19Z7, uses the official statistics. 
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(v) Prices. 
Wirtschaft and Statistik. 
Wirtschaftslrurve der Frankfurter Zeitung. 
Allgemeine Statistisches Archlv. Vol. x6, part 4, explains the 

composition of the new official wholesale prices index numbers. 
Institut fUr Konjunkturforschung, two price indices. 

(vi) For"p Trade. 
D." Auswanige HtUUlel D ... lschlands, Vol. 339 of Statistik 

des Deotschen Reichs for x926 compared with x9x3 and %925-
In these volumes only the headings of the International 

Classification are given with x9x3 values, therefore more conven
ient to use D." DeJIlsdIe Auss ... han4el. prepared for the 
Foreign Trade Committee of the Enquete-Ausschuss, gives X9%3 
values for x925 trade for each heading for each country. and 
therefore slightly different results for the totals in the Inter
national Classification. Also an index number to show divergence 
of volume and value changes. 

(vii) Costs. 

See sections on Coal, Iron Ore and Lignite: no other ma,terial. 
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BOOKS TO READ 

Trusts in British Industry, 1914-1921. 
of Recent Developments in 
Organization. 

A Study 
Business 

By J. MORGAN RExs. M.A., Lecturer in Ec:onomics and 
Political Science, UDivernity College of Wales, Aberystwyth. 
Demy _8vo. 269 pp. Ooth. lOS. 6d. 

TIw Tt...-" A. esefuI and paillstaJdng IlUl'WlY. with full bibliosnphies. of the 
~ of Trusts in different industries. taken in separate sections; with 
historical atrospecL Mr. Rees- arrives at the _elusion that British tn.do. now 
UDder the penmomIt CODtz'Ol of large combines whic:h amUvl tb Govuament. 
and he disc:usses IJlelISt1n:S of reform.. Any sw::eess.fuI bandling of the problem 
must. in his view, be preceded by State ownaship of tbe primary industrial enter
prises of power and ttansport. with democratic c:ontlol; and this would. IleCeS8itate 
aational.isaticm. of bankiDB." 

Philip Snowden: The Man and His Financial 
. PolicY. 
By A. ANDRliADEs, C.B.E., Professor of Public Fmance in 
the University of Athens. Crown 8vo. 128 pp. Cloth. 58. 

T'- L',..", S.~.-" It is DO detractioD to say of Profesaor A:ndr6a.IUs' 
little study that u..e is much more about Snowden the iinancier Il:wt then! is about 
Suowden the man, His uposition of Mr. Sno1vden's two Budgt:ts is clear, ccmc.ise 
aDd balanced--& ID;CII!eI iD its way. and tho ~ noteworthy because it GOlDS from. .. ~." 
The Economic Policy o.f Soviet Russia. 

By PROFESSOR. PAUL HAlm's~ D.LL. Demy 8vo. 190 PP 
ao~ 95. 

Professor Haemel bas • thorough inside Jalowl.edp of his SIlbject. bavJag beld 
the chair of Public Finance in the University of Moseow for more thaD twentJ'-D.ve
yean. beside! occupying othet publk positioDs. of im~ce. including membenhip 
of the Board of Directon of the State Bank of Ruwa.. FI"Om 1921 to 1928 be was 
PresldImt, under the Soviet., of the fiaancial sectioa of the Imtitute of Economic 
Res.e:arcb, and he has tabu. part in the work of wveral of the Soviet CommiMeria"'. 

in &be State Budget Commiltoe. the T&riI:Is Ccmunittee &lid other bodiIL 

British Banks and the Finance of Industry. 
By S. EVELYN TaoMAS, B.Com.(Lond.I. Demy 8vo. 
304 pp. Cloth, 12 •• 6d. 

A comprehensive account of the post-war eontrovesy between BrltDh Banb and 
British IndU5trialists OIl the important question as to how far our banking teclmlque 
and monetary polley have CI04tri.buted. to or ac:c:eotuated me ~ UXlditioM 
of dupa 'op 

A concise comparison of Continental and British IDdustrlal FiDaIIce .. Induded. 
and, after reviewing the recent devdopments in OW' bankiLl orpnisatioll. the 
tilthor concludes that further distinct advance • called foc If our baDlIs are 
adequately to meel \he reqWremen" of our markedly diaDpd fICIODOiIDio stn1cture. 

P. S. KING & SON, LTD .. 

14 Great Smith Street, LondoD, S.W.1 



BOOKS TO READ 
" 

Changes in the Structure of World Economics 
Since the War. ... 

By DR. FEux SolllARY. with ;m Introduction by T. E. 
GREGORY, D.Sc.(EcoD,)~ Professor of Banking and Currency 
in the University of London. Crown 8vo.,~ 224 pp. Cloth, 
, •• 6d. .. 

Written by aD ~nt Continental banker. this book deal:I with the preseDt 
political and ecooomic ptoblems of B~l and with thole CI1m!nts of public opinion 
wbleh.are Ihaping the <XJIl1W of events toaay. The issues dlsc:usaed range from. the 
JIOISibiUtiea of Franco-Gerrnan co-operatiOD to Empire Free Tnde. and the danprs 
cd continued Europeao par1icWari&m in the face of the ~~ power of &he 
United Statts. 

The Theory of Collective Bargaining. A History, 
Analysis and Criticism of the Principal 
Theories which have sought to explain the 
efIects of Trade Unionism upon the Distri
bution of the Product of Industry. 

By W. H. HtJTT* Senior Lecturer in Commerce in the 
UnivemtyofCapeTown. Crown8vo. 1:20pp. Ooth. ss. 

The PrOblem of Maintaining Purchasing Power: 
A Study of Industrial Depression and 
Recovery. ' 

By P. W. MAR:nlf. Demy 8vo. 320 pp. Many Diagrams. 
Cloth. ISS. 

'1'1d8 baok fumIsbeI. the first u.tWactory uplaDatiM of 'Irby bay{ag Intermittently 
falls to ~ pace "Irith I'J"CICiuetiOD. By approaching the question from. a DeW' 
aqte it elucldlitel and reconciles the apparently conflictlng tbeorie8 at present held. 
III PUtieulat. it shows that. altbou,h (IeDenI ove:rp:roductio is impossible. a pnenJ 
::'e.L.~.r of purc.hasin& power ~ occwa aDd is baslcaUyl'tSpQD8ible tot .-
The New Survey of London Life and Labour. 

Volume One: FortY Years of Change. 
Demy 8vo. 438 pp. Portrait, seven Maps. Charts aDd 
Diagrams. Buckram, 178. 6d. 

T1u TiMa.-" It remains to commend th& mapa and charts. putic:ularly the t1n) 
-population maps, lD this extraordinarilf rich And infonnalive volume, and cmctt 
more. perhaps. to emphasise the essential staUstlc::al a.ature of ils contents. DOt 
forpttiUg the scnapulout. wav fa. which the method by which the ltatistica U8 _ ...... _ ............ 
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